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Rock group 'to appear
in Field House Friday
by Rick 1..s1WeS
Staff Writer
Making their third stop on their
"Phantoms" world tour, The
FIXX will appear in the Field
House Friday, Sept. 14, at 7 p.m.
The IOW, coinciding with the
release of the band's third album,
also known as "Phantoms," conies
nine months after the F1XX end-
ed an extended engagement as the
lead group for The Police during
their world tour.
Gurdon Hornor of Hornor-Fox
Productions, the outside pro-
moters contracted by Student
Entertainment and Activities for
this concert, said the success of the
FIXX will determine the quality of
concerts the UMO community will
have this year.
"I think the FIXX are probably
the biggest name we couk1 get up
here in terms of up and coining
talent: Hornor said. "If we can't
make money on a group like the
FIXX then I don't know who we
could bring up here'
Hornor said he and his partner,
Steve Fox, cover many costs SEA
would otherwise have to bear were
they not contracted as outside
promoters.
Hornor said the concert would
cost about 528,000 to produce, and
that about 2,800 tickets would have
to be sold to break even.
"If we can come pretty close
we'll probably do a few more shows
up here' Hornor said.
Hornor said he has been in-
vestigating the possibilities of
bringing such performers as Cyn-
di Lauper, The Temptations and
the Four Tops to Orono if The
FIXX is successful.
Hornor said that if he brings
future shows to Oronct he would
like to see a larger discrepancy bet-
ween the ticket prices for students
and for the general public
"While the general public might
get a little snotty saying 'those col-
lege kids get it cheaper' those kids
in SEA are doing all the work':
Hornor said.
Currently, the FIXX have the
no. I rock single in the nation, "We
Are Ourselves," as listed on the
Billboard Top 100 chart. In addi-
tion, "Phantoms" is ranked sixth
on the rock album chart after just
four weeks.
From their first two albums.
"Shuttered Room:. and "Reach
The Beach:. The FIXX became
known for songs such as "One
Thing Leads To Another" "Saved
By Zero:. "Red Skies:. "Stand Or
Fall" and "Deeper And Deepee"
Members of The FIXX include
lead singer/vocalist Cy Cumin,
drummer Adam Woods, Jamie
West-Oram on guitar and Rupert
(see FIXX page 3)
Cumberland Hall filled
with incinerator smoke
by Suzanna Mitchell Donovan
Staff Writer
Possibly the worst clog of an in-
cinerator shaft at UMO occurred at
Cumberland Hall on Thursday morning,
causing smoke to spread through areas
of the dorm.
David Fielder, assistant director for
fire services at UMO, said fire trucks
were called to the scene at 111122 a.m. "It
was the worst clog I've ever seen:. he
said. The department drops a 20-pound
weight down incinerator shafts from the
roof to remove blockages, but Fielder
said at first try, the clog did not clear out
as it usually does.
The weight was dropped repeatedly,
but it still would not go through. "That's
what took it (the unclogging) so lone
he said. By 11:10 a.m. the shaft was
unclogged and five smoke ejectors were
running throughout.the dorm, said
Fielder, and everything was under
control.
"We still don't know what caused le'
he said, and the cause will probably
never be determined, because when it
gets unclogged the material burns
immediately.
Fielder said the most common cause
of clogs are pizza boxes that have been
stuffed into the incinerator chutes, and
plastic bags. He said a minor plug can
be compounded when people on floors
above the clog thaw more waste on top.
-"It builds up into a serious plug like the
one we had today (Thursday):' he said.
Smoke was coming out of the first and
second floor incinerator rooms, he said,
so the clog was above those floors.
Jon T. Misner, a freshman resident of
Cumberland Hall, said he was on his
way out of the building at about 11)20
a.m, when he saw "thick black smoke"
in the west wing of the first floor.
"There were a couple of people sitting
around: he said. "I heard someone say,
'gee, look at that, it hasn't set off the fire
alarm yet!" He said he left the building
without hearing an alarm, and when he
returned to the dorm after an appoint-
ment at Neville Hall, everyone had been
evacuated and the firemen were there.
Fielder said fire alarm reaction time
varies when smoke is produced by clog-
ged incinerators. tiowever, flaming fires
set off alarms immediately because of
the heat involved.
"the smoke is not heated and rising,
so it is not uncommon for incinerator
clogs to take three minutes or so to set
(see SMOKE page 3)
Friday, September 14, 1984
Athletic department
cuts several
by Jim Emote
Staff Writer
During this summer the UMO athletic
department cut riflery and women's
volleyball from its athletic program sav-
ing close to $17,000, said the UMO
athletic director Wednesday.
Stuart Haskell said, "These sports
were cut due in part by money and other
circumstances!'
He said the riflery teatn was cut, in
part, to the closing of the university's ri-
fle range. "OSHA (Occupational Safe-
tyl and Health Administration) determin-
ed that the rifle range needed modifica-
tions before we could continue to use it.
It didn't have adequate ventilation
because•of the lead content in the air
from firing rifles:. he said.
--It would cost approximately 5100,000
for modifications, he said.
--
Detachment' Sgt. Maj. Willie J. Gavin:—
former coach of the riflery team, said,
"I hated to see it cut because of the tradi-
tion of the team. From 1940 to 1980 they
were the number one team seven times
in New England.
Gavin said the university's rifle range
had been closed since 1981 and the team
practiced at the Great Works rifle range
in Old Town for $600 a year.
Haskell said that in past years the U.S.
military services provided the ammuni-
tion for the riflery team, but this year
the athletic department would have had
to pay the bill.
He said, "That would cost an arm and
a leg:'
sports
Gavin said the I2-member team used
between 25,000 and 30,000 rounds of
ammunition last year. He said it would
probably cost the university about $1,800
for that amount of ammunition.
Haskell said, women's volleyball was
cut in part because it was tough to get
a good schedule for the team, there were
few people involved and the equipment
was antiquated.
"We would have had to re-equip; (net)
standards are fairly expensive:. he said.
Laurie Bjorn, former women's
volleyball coach, said, "We didn't need
any new equipment; we just got new
uniforms and we could have used last
year's balls!'
She said, "Janet Anderson (former ac-
ting assistant athletic director) requested
new volleyball standards and he
(Haskell) twisted it around. The ones we
have are perfectly fine and the nets are
- 'The equipment is fantasdq Pm try-
ing to purchase it for the (Old Tbwn-
Orono) YMCA: she said.
Anderson said, "We didn't need it im-
mediately. What we have could have
lasted and would last. As far as 1 know
there was money for that equipment.
The net standards Anderson wanted
to purchase were Nissen competitive net
standards. Lisa Burger, assistant athletic
director, said the Nissen standards listed
for SI,800 last year.
Anderson said the net standards
played a factor in Haskell's decision
regarding the volleyball team.
(see SPORTS page 3)
Smoke billows owl of an ledaerator veal but UMO fireflibien bove just ..clog-
ged at Cumberland Hall Thursday. (Doorman photo)
wall
questions concerning the plan, and there
was not enough time in the school year
to get the questions answered.
Cole said some of the questions dealt
with technical areas such as what kind
of maintenance the "M" would require
and whether the surface of the field
house would take the paint.
When the field house was built, the
upper half of the walls were all windows.
David Trefethen, director of engineer-
ing services, said the windows were
covered up in 1980 with a material call-
ed Driv it, which has a hard cement'
finish.
The "M" project was brought before
the committee again last spring and then
was accepted.
Robert Holmes, fund director of the
General Alumni Association, said, "I'm
really excited about it. The class will get
recognition for it, it enhances the cam-
pus, and it's lasting:' He also said it is
a nice challenge to the classes of 1984
and 1985 to see what idea they can come
up with for a gift. Schroeder said, "The
class should be proud of the project!'
The idea came up when the 1983 senior
class council met to decide on a class
gift. The money was raised during the
class' senior year through fund raising
activities.
He said he was hoping the "M" would
be up in time for homecoming, and that
he is returning to UMO from Michigan
to attend homecoming along with
another alumnus who also lives in
Michigan.
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Big, blue 911' 
Class gift is painted on
A blue "M' the class gift of lb. (leas of 1141 is being completed o. the 
will
tbe Field House Moaday. (Donovan photo)
field house
by Suzanna Mitchell Donovan
Staff Writer
A huge blue "M:' which was painted
on the side of the field house and com-
pleted early this week, is a gift of the
class of 1983.
John Schroeder, the president of the
Class of 1983, said the project cost about
$2,000. The class is providing a fund so
there will always be money for
maintenance of the "M7
"We wanted a gift that would create
public attention:' he said. The class had
decided on the "M" early in 1983, and
had hoped it would be up in time for
their commencement but they did not
realize the plan had to go through the
facilities planning committee. When it
did, the plan was rejected.
Tom Cole, director of facilities
management, and member of the
facilities planning committee, said the
plan was rejected because it came to the
committees too late in the school year.
He said the committee had a number of
Get to the answers faster.
With theTI-55-11.
What you need to tackle to perform complex calcula- the T1-55-11 even simpler,
the higher mathematics of a tions — like definite integrals, and shows you how to use all
science or engineering cur- linear regression and hyper- the power of the calculator.
riculum are more functions — bolics — at the touch of a Get to the answers faster.
more functions than a simple button. And it can also be Let a 1I-55-11
slide-rule calculator has. programmed to do repetitive show you how.
Enter the TI-55-11, with problems without re-entering
112 powerful functions. You the entire formula. TEXAS
can work faster and more Included is the Calculator INSTRUMENTS
accurately with the TI-55-11, Deasion-Maktng Sourcebook. Creating useful products
because its preprogrammed It makes the process of using and services for you.
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Long lines ahead at the Den
---
By Peter Gray
Staff Writer
Once again, tempers may be short and
waiting lines long for UMO students try-
ing to get into the Bears' Den on a busy
evening.
Even though more than 10,000
students attend UMO, the only on cam-
pus student pub seats 170, said Pub
Cafeteria Supervisor One Mike Morin.
Morin said there was a group of
students working on a class project
which may have increased the person
capacity of the Den, but no formal
recommendation has been made.
41Smoke
Anthony Plante, a senior public
management major, said his speech class
project wouldn't necessarily increase the
person capacity of the Den, but his floor
-plan would have been a more efficient
arrangement than what currently
exists.
"We couldn't increase the person
capacity because there aren't enough ex-
its. The only thing we could do would
be to provide a larger band playing area
which would change the Bears' Den in-
to a better club atmosphere' Plante said.
• Dave Fielder, assistant director for fire
services at UMO, said one problem is
losing space when a band performs at
the alarm off,' he said. "%Wye seen it not
setting it off, period"
Lorinda Fontaine, a freshman
Cumberland Hall resident, said she was
in her room when the alarm sounded. "I
was surprised how smooth it (the evacua-
Sports
(continued from page I)
tion of the building) was. No one
panicked"
Fielder said there have been about
three incinerator clogs so far this
semester, and during the 1983-84 school
year, 18 incinerators became plugged.
She said, "I'm very sorry to see it go.
I'm sorry about how they (the girls)
found out about it—by reading it in a
newspaper or when they got back to
school.
"It was one of the most successful
womens' sports at UMO. The team won
10 state championships and went to three
New England tournaments!' she said.
Bjorn said, "I feel very, very disap-
pointed about the decision. I think the
women's athletic program is shrinking.
All you have now is your major sports!'
She said, "I feel bad about Heidi
Flewelling (former volleyball player). She
worked her tail off and the program was
cut in her senior year!'
Flewelling said, "I thought it was a
pretty cheap shot to do it in the middle
of the summer when nobody could do
anything about it. There was nothing
leading up to it"
The fact that Bjorn and Gavin were
part-time coaches played a part in cut-
ting the two sports, Burger said.
She said, "I hate to say sports is
becoming a business, but it is. We need
Arnett. if Sornel imes a strange place
nen for Amencaru
Let alone for a Russian defector
learning to line with Big Macs
cable TV hard rock soh, ore
unemplosenent and
a whole new word for hint.
Freedom
Moscow
-i4Hu
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
HAUCK AUDITORIUM
6 30 ahd 910 pm shows (NOTE Wrest
$5 50 eil/M0 I 0
$2 an oftws
FOCUS
continued from page 1)
to put the money where it might give tie
a return.
"Hockey has an increased schedule
and for a lot of teams it's a travel year"'
she said.
Haskell said, "The women's softball
team benefited probably more than any
other sport. The money will help pay for
their spring trip to Florida"
Burger said, Although this year's
budget has increased, we're actually run-
ning on the same budget as last year!
She blames this on salary increases.
This year's athletic department budget
is 52.I million, $400,000 more than last
year, she said.
Golf, which was originally cut this
summer, was reinstated due to financial
support through private donations,
Burger said.
She said,-,l'The department is trying
to become self-sufficient. It's a game of
survival!'
on busy nights
the Den. "It is a question of students be-
ing able to enjoy a band. If the students
want that, the Bears' Den needs to be
larger!' Fielder said.
David Fry, a junior biology major,
said the Damn Yankee should be used
for a restaurant on weekend nights, and
open up the entire area of the Bears' Den
for pub use.
• Fixx
"Like most things that deal with
Residential Life at UMO, the Bears' Den
seating capacity is inadequate' Fry said.
Susan Jordan, a senior international
affairs major, sairThe best thing about
the Bears' Den is the-fact that it is a con-
venience and it saves students from hav-
ing to get in a car and drive after they
have been drinking"
Greenhall on keyboards. Also appealing
with The FIXX is Andy Frasier.
A spokeswoman for SEA said about
1,700 tickets had been sold by 3 p.m.
Thursday, a number Hornor termed
(coadeued from page I
"very disappointing!"
"My feeling is this is the kind of con-
cert that in three or four weeks kids who
didn't go will say 'Geez. I should have
figrnor said.
• CORRECTION '
On page one of Thursday's Maine Campus, the boldface quote was
misattributed to Steve Ritzi. The quote was actually said by Student
Senator Rodney [abbe,
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save you money.
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World/U.S.News •
This Diana not a lady, hurricane slams N.C.
WILMINGTON, NC. (AP)--
Hurricane Diana howled into the
Carolinas on Thursday, causing mote
than $20 million damage as it ripped off
roofs, toppled power lines and blocked
roads with witer and debris. At least one
looting incident NUS reported, and many
people who had left shelters were
stranded.
No deaths or injuries were blamed
directly on the storm, which had hovered
off the coast most of Wednesday before
turning inland just after midnight.
Diana began losing strength by mid-
day, but not before it had done so much
damage that the National Weather Ser-
vice called it "the worst hurricane since
Hazel" in the Cape Fear area. Hazel
struck Oct. 5-18, 1954, killing 95 people
and causing $280 million worth of pro-
perty damage.
Preliminary damage estimates reach-
ed $20 million in three small coastal
communities alone, said state Highway
Patrol Capt. Robert Barefoot. He listed
them as Oak Island, Yaupon Beach and
Long Beach, which he said was
"devastated. It is very, very severe'
The state suffered "some very great
damage:' with the worst in Brunswick
and Ness Hanover counties, said Gov.
Jim Hunt, adding that details were sket-
chy because of the difficulty in reaching
affected areas. He said he hoped Presi-
dent Reagan would act quickly on his re-
quest for emergency aid.
An estimated 80 percent or 45,000 of
Carolina Power & Light Cos customers
in and around Wilmington woe without
power, the utility said. Spokeswoman
Kay Young said it would be Saturday at
the earliest before all power could be
restored. An additional 10,000 customers
lost power in South Carolina, utility of-
ficials there said.
Thousands of people spent the night
in emergency shelters in southeastern
North Carolina and northeastern South
Carolina, but many people had left
shelters to check on their homes Wednes-
day when the storm stalled off the coast.
Some of those were able to dash back
to high ground, but others were cought
in island and coastal communities and
had to weather the storm in homes, a
church and a hospital.
Diana's highest sustained winds began
easing Thursday after it moved mei-
land, dropping to an estimated 7585
mph at noon, down from Monday's 130
mph. Below 74 mph it would be
downgraded to a tropical storm. It was
moving westnorthwest at 5 mph, spray-
ing out heavy rain and gale-force winds
over southeastern North Carolina and
extreme northeastern South Carolina.
The National Weather Service warn-
ed that winds could still strengthen and
that tornadoes could form.
The first Atlantic hurricane of the
season abruptly charged the coast
Wednesday night. Its eye touched land
at Fort Fisher, south of Wilmington by
the Cape Fear River, the weather service
said.
There was at least one report of
looting. Karen Gottovi, chairman of the
New Hanover County Commission, said
looters broke into a store near
Wrightsville Beach and took some
computers.
Roads were blocked by water, debris
and washouts and the state Department
of Transportation bought 75 chain saws
Thursday to cut fallen trees, said
spokesman Ted Funderburk.
Nuclear bomb
detonated in Nevada
LAS VEGAS, Nes. (AP1—A nuclear
weapons test with an explosive yield up
to 10 times greater than the bomb that
destroyed Hiroshima Was detonated at
the Nevada Test Site Thursday.
Department of Energy spokesman
Chris %%est said the underground test
"went well—there were no problems':
The test, code named Breton, was
conducted 1,585 feet beneath the surface
of Yucca Flat, a desert 82 miles nor-
thwest of Las Vegas. It was the Ilth test
there this year, compared to 15 in 1983.
Not all tests are announced. —
ME BEST WAY TO
SAVE ON BASS THIS FALL
IS BY CUTTING CORNERS.
Now you can cut $5 off
the price of any pair of Bass shoes
and get a free Bass T-shirt.
SHOE FACTORY OUTLET
Bangor
Maine Square Mall
942-8175
Ellsworth
Maine Coast Mail
667-5012
Breton had the explosive yield of
20,000 to 150,000 tons of TNT. Them-
act yield was not revealed. All tests are
categorized either us having an explosive
force of less than 20 kilotons or one of
20 to 150 kilotons.The atomic bomb that
destroyed Hiroshima had an explosive
force of 13 kilotons.
Under the Limited Test Ban Treaty of
1963, tests are restricted to an explosive
yield of no more than 150 kilotons.
Authorities have announced 627 tests at
the site since testing began in January
1951.
••• ••••,.••••
C•cmcloon Cotner
Public Apology
The management of Skitikuk Outfit-
ters would tike-to apologize to--artyrnte
whose mind was inadvertantly bent by
our advertisement in last week's Maine
Campus. The ad was really the work of
the S.L.A.A. (Saxon Liberation Atisertis-
ing Agency), the devious folks who used
to write James Watt's funny jokes. We try
to be careful but they do slip one through
now and again. 'To ensure this doesn't hap-
pen again, our advertising quality officer
has been demoted to doormat. So now a
real ad. Really.
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Russian
. - - -
WASHINGTON (AP)—A senior
Soviet diplomat has informed the
Reagan administration that Nikolai V.
Ogarkov was ousted last week as chief
of the Soviet armed forces because he
showed "unpartylike tendencies': a U.S.
official said Thursday.
The diplomat's explanation of the
unexpected dismissal of the marshal,
whose career appeared to be on the rise,
was divulged in The New York Time;
then confirmed to the Associated Press
by a knowledgeable official who spoke
on condition he not be identified.
He indicated the disclosure of the con-
versation was awkward to the ad-
ministration, which is gearing up for
talks later in the month with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko.
A second U.S. official, who also in-
sisted on anonymity, told the AP "that
diplomat said it was a demotion''
Secretary of State George P. Shultz is
due to confer with Gromyko in New
York on Sept. 26. when both attend the
military
U.N. General Assembly session, and
then President Reagan will meet with
Gromyko at the White House on Sept.
28.
U.S.-Soviet negotiations to reduce
nuclear weapons are in suspension and
relations between the two governments
are strained.
Ogarkov, who appeared to be in line
to succeed Dmitri F. Ustinov as defense
minister, was replaced as chief of the
Soviet general staff by Sergei F.
Ahkrmeyev.
The shift surprised U.S. officials who
keep a close watch on decision making in
the Kremlin. The Soviet president,
Konstantin U. Chernenko, is reported to
be in pceor health. Some analysts here
believe power is shared principally
among Chernenko, Gromyko and
Ustinov.
Ogarkov, in a recent interview in a
Soviet armed forces newspaper, appeared
to suggest that the deployment of new
U.S. intermediate-range nuclear missiles
in Western Europe did not increase the
Citrus trees threatened
by canker disease
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)—The
federal government on Thursday halted
all shipments of citrus from Florida, and
exports considered burning thousands of
trees in more than 40 nurseries to stop
the spread of destructive citrus canker.
SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP
11+ II 00 a.m. Immo Room
Moot. ClaroAmn Ammmoon
Do You Need
Financial Aid?
Scholarships, grants and
loans are available Don't miss
out on aid that could save you
thousands of dollars on your
education. Free details, no
obligation.. Services SD, 5120
Ed. Montpetif Ste. 9, Montreal,
Quebec Canada H3W 1
BREAKFAST
AT
OUR
HOUSE
The Colonial House of
FAMILY RESTAURANTS
Hogan Roa, 1 Bangor
Canker is a virulent, incurable, highly
contagious bacterial disease that leaves
brownish-yellow spots on citrus plants.
The only way to destroy it is to burn af-
fected trees. The last siege in Florida was
more than 50 years ago when 3 million
trees were lost to the disease that took
two decades to control.
leader dismissed
chance of a "first strike" against the
Soviet Union.
Rather, Ogarkov was quoted as say-
ing a war is likely to be fought with
modern conventional forces equipped
with advanced technology. A U.S. of-
ficial said the marshal may have been
replaced for trying to expand the
military's influence in the Communist
Party, fencing party officials out of
military affairs, or both. However, he
added, "I still think it's anybody's guess
as to the cause"
The Soviet government has not given
a public explanation of the ouster of the
66-year old marshal. A Soviet source
here said Ogarkov would get a new post,
possibly without an ()metal announce-
ment. He did not say what the job might
On Tilesday, the Frankfurt Institute
for Soviet Studies in West Germany said
Ogarkov had suffered a heart attack
before his dismissal. U.S. officials said
they had no information to support the
report.
Heart Healthy Recipe
CHICKEN DINNER IN THE POT
2 chicken breasts, split and 1 large onion
skinned I tablespoon dned parsley flakes
4 medium-size potatoes freshly ground black pepper
2 large carrots cup dry sherry
"6 pound fresh green beans. or 1
10-ounce package frozen
Place chicken breasts in a large heavy ovenware pot (An enamel-
coaled cast-iron pot is best ) Peel potatoes slice ½ inch thick and place
on top of Chicken.
Peel and quarter the onion Peel carrots. quarter lengthvose and cut
into 2 inch lengths. Cut ends off the green beans, or separate frozen
beans, and place in the p04 with onions and carrots Spnnkle contents of
pot with parsley flakes Season lightly vnth pepper Pour sherry over all
and cover tightly Bake at 300'F for 2 hours, or until vegetables are
tender
Yield: 4 servings Approx calserv.: 310
Heart Heathy Recipes are horn the Third Edaton of the Amencan Heart
Assocehon Cookbook CoOYnehl g 1073. 1975. 1979 by 'he Arnencar Hew'
Assoc-tenon Inc
a American Heart
VAssociation
+Atilf FIGHIING FC0 'CUR LIFE
highlight
and quick as a flash _
IMAR more than just a highlighter
Switch frorr highlighting to jotting notes without changing pens Textar
canes in six bright fluorescent colon, each with a blue bcslIpoint pen.
Available now at your college store
ME LOAF
Student season ski passes now available
at Memorial Gym Ticket Sales Office
Student I. D. REQUIREDI
Make checks
Payable to
Sugarloaf
Mountain
Corp.
Only $180 until Sept. 30.
Oct. 1-31 passes increase
to $199
Day passes now are $24
Ski 8 times and your
pass is more than paid for!
IS SNOW GREAT!
-
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Editorial
Grading not a science
UMO upperclassmen left the university last May
with the belief that plus/minus grading was an idea
of the past; never to be an issue to the student
body again. Upon their return to classes last week
it was a well- known fact that the Council of Col-
leges had recommended a voluntary system of
plus/minus grading and President Arthur Johnson
•gave his approval to allow plus/minus grades to be
submitted by professors and accepted by the
registrar.
To some students plus/minus grading is a
welcomed addition to the university's grading pro-
cedure, but to others — the majority of the voting
student body who decided against a plus/minus
system last year — it is a hassle they chose to live
without.
Having plus/minus grading as an option makes
the grading system at UMO a farce. If a student
gets a 93 in a plus/minus class it's an A minus,
but if a student gets a 91 using the four-point
system it's an A. How fair and accurate can op-
tional plus/minus grading be?
There will always be people infavor and people
opposed to plus/minus grading. You can't please
everyone and you can't please people with the word
optional. Plus/minus grading isn't troublesome to
the professor who is only interested in numerical
grades, but what about the professor who awards
letter grades and not numerical grades; how does
that professor translate a letter grade to a
numerical equivalent in a fair manner. Should the
professor let the numbers rule the decision
should the professor resort to-the tangiblestof
grading.
Some professors think the fairness of plus/minus
grading is evident in terms of accuracy. Accuracy in
grading can only be as accurate as the person do-
ing the grading. Do professors doubt their ability
in recognizing A work from B work?
LaOs nAliE WON'
m4 ING NUMBER
431,3124610745331784
31415926801072523589E
145536926814376309E05377
29746305174954822079572336
What is really the difference between an A
minus and a B plus? What one professor calls an
A minus might be considered an A to another
professor.
Some professors use the scale 90-94 as an A
minus while other professors say an 87-91 is a B
plus. Is this accuracy or mass confusion?
Grading is a procedure that takes into account
numerous student inputs including: attendance,
participation, attitude and effort. Now that grading
is an "exact science" will these tangible elements be
eliminated? Will plus/minus grading eliminate the
ever present "fudge factor" of grading; the area in-
which the professor can decide to bump the
borderline student to the higher or lower grade?
Professors should not ignore the tangibles just to
rely on hard-set point averages. For those who
stress accuracy it seems the tangibles make no dif-
ference. Hopefully plus/minus grading will not lead
to this feeling.
Where once there were five grades now there are
12. The fudge factor will come into play even with
grading divided into so many categories.
If students and professors are arguing about the
fairness of plus/minus grading, why not argue
about grading in general. Should a student who at-
tends a class five times and gets scores of 92, 91
and 87 on three exams receive the same grade as
the student who attends all the classes and earns
grades of 85, 90 and 92^
Grading will never be an "exact science" and it
shouldn't be thought of as a tool of numerical ac-
curacy. The tangibles will always exist and until
students are taught by computers they should be
graded by the non-computerized professors that
students have come to know at UMO.
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HOLD STILL I THINK You've
.G0 %NG ARouND.
GOT BOG TriATs BeeN
When Vanessa Williams revealed that
she had posed for some, nude
photographs, the Miss America
pageant officials were mildly shocked, as
was the rest of the country.
When the exact nature of the shots
were known, the officials reacted with
horror and disgust.
. The rest of the country went out and
bought the September issue of
.Penthouse.
Was anyone really suprised that a
woman who used her body and looks to
get the most sought-after beauty title in
the land also used her body in nude
photographs to make a few extra bucks
on the side?
Isn't it all really part of the same
game?
If a woman is brought up to see her
looks as a ticket to bigger and better
things, can the rest of the world be
suprised when she cashes in on her com-
modity, be it in a "sacred"-pageant Or
in the pages of a smut magazine?
Vanessa was no fool. She was
mistaken in trying to get her "foot" in
the door of two very different institu-
tions. But she was just doing what she
was taught.
Some people who defended Vanessa
centered their argument on the pageant's
hypocracy in the bathing suit competi-
tion. I think this argument is missing the
point and is subsequently very
ineffective.
My argument is not with any specific
pageant policy but with the pageant
itself.
I know about all the scholarship
money won by the women. I know about
all the careers that have sprung from be-
ing a beauty pageant winner.
My sister was a beauty pageant
"queen" in the late 1950s and earl)
1960s. Admittedly, she seems to be none
the worse from the experience.
It is odd however that she kept her
beauty titles a secret from her own
daughter until she was 16. I wonder
why?,
She was able to attend college on the
winnings and even made a screen test for
Warner Brothers in Hollywood. But
what message did it give to her? Or to
her younger sisters watching everyone
take her picture, and yet no one letting
her speak?
It's easy to wave your hand in a
parade.
It's also easy to be talked into posing
nude.
Who knows the childhood of Ms.
Williams? Was she one of those for-
tunate girls to be pushed into the "Lit-
tle Junior Miss" type competitions when
she was only 3 or 4-years-old?
What values do the innocent victims
of vain parents grow up with? Those
small children who have their hair dyed
or streaked blond try age 6, what are they
being taught from the experience?
My sister and myself were fortunate
enough to have a mother who was not
obsessed with either her or her children's
looks.
Perhaps this is why my sister never
found herself in the same predicament
as Ms. Williams.
Remember the discovery of "falsies"
under a contestant's bathingsuit a few
years ago? I wonder if any women will
take advantage of the new contact lenses
that changeetye color. You are just never
good enough as you are, I guess.
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Response
Listen to the man
To the editor: Mr. Macklin insists on facts.
Here they are: Scientific models
Once again we have been come and go (as of late quite
confronted with the Proud and rapidly in some cases). It is part
hopeless words of cynicism. Mr.a of science itself. No learned pet-
Macklin, being a human being son of today bases their
and therefore having a perspective of the natural world
monopoly on the truth has on the Copernican solar system
made the sweepingly negative or a flat earth. Quite a few peo-
statement that we have all heard pie, from astrophysics pro-
before. It is very likely that he fessors to suburban housewives
does not actually believe what to Central-American peasants
he says (no rational open- believe in and worship God.
minded being could!) but, just People have believed in the ex-
desires to get a reaction. O.K., istance of God since at least the
I'll bite. time of Plato. Mr. Macklin says
The author of the editorial that nobody has ever stood up
propounds the view of and said "there is no God" He
naturalism; the belief that [rah. is wrong. The nihilists and the
ty is entirely confined to what naturalists both said it. Nihilism
can be deduced from the use of resulted in Nazi Germany.
our five senses, i.e. that science Naturalism has not amounted
is the bottom line. But then he to much. Christianity effortless-
cites several instances when our ly parried the blows of both
scientific deductions have been philosophies. The faith has sur-
dead wrong, discarded and vived the numerous heretical
replaced with corrected sects of the first two centuries
versions. A.D., the Dark Ages, the
Enlightenment and so-called
Age of Reason and the In-
dustrial Revolution, It has even
survived the God-denying and
dehumanizing ideas of Marx-
ism. All of these events were
supposed to mark the end of
Christianity. It emerged every
time unscathed, usually
stronger than before.
Want more facts? Jesus of
Nazareth was born, lived,
taught of the Kingdom of God,
was murdered and rose from the
dead in the Roman province of
Palestine around 33 ad. There
are several separate accounts of
these events. Do you disbelieve
Rome sacked Carthage because
you were not around to perceive
it with your senses?
Instead of walking past the
man on the library steps smil-
ing smugly and shaking your
head at such behavior try listen-
ing for a while and asking a few
questions. Learn something
about the matter before rejec-
ting it and/or commenting on
it. After all, that's what we're
here for.
Craig W. Davis
Dept. of Geology
Commentary
The leaving of
It is amazing how the faces come and go here at
UMO. The lucky ones that graduate or just decide
to get up and leave become only a vague memory
to those of us that remain. I always found it hard
to let go of my friends when it came time to leave.
It is a depressing experience for me. To have put all
your time and energy into establishing a relation-
ship or a friendship that will only disintegrate with
time and istance seems like a waste, a futile attempt
at fulfilling life's desires.
Even with your closest buddies, the people you
"hang out" with, distance will wait on your friend-
ship and will destroy it when nothing can be done.
At best a phone call once a year or a letter every
few months is all that ties two people, that were once
inseparable, together. You will probably talk about
the grand old times, the good old days. But I wonder
if that is worth it. To stoop so low as to reduce a
friendship to a beer drinking game when all you
have in common is the past. To continue a lasting
relationship one must put hard work into achiev-
ing it.
The past can be a wonderful thing, but that is
where it should end. People will leave UMO and live
their own lifes. The time they spent here will only
be something they think about while flipping
through a yearbook. Everyone reminisces, but why
dwell on the past. One must put yesterday behind
them and take a step forward to tomorrow. Don't
throw away and discard old friends. But more
portantly, don't live their lifesmen though it may
once have also been yours.
I remember how the elders told me that after I
graduated from highschool the friends I make in col-
lege will be there the rest of my lifts. They said my
highschool gang would eventually break up. That
is where they are completely wrong. If more than
anything else, college made my high school friends
and I much closer. We realized, more than ever
before, after college is when everyone heads in their
own direction. Your high school buddies become
more of a stability force. Something to fall back on
when disaster strikes.
Chuck Morris
friends
I believe this is because in college you meet a wide
range of students from many different areas of the
country. Most of them will head back toward home
when they get through with the "Big a. And that
is where your high school friends may go, back to
your hometown. This understanding has pulled me
closer to my old friends. We matured together and
we knew no matter what came between us and no
matter how much it hurt to say goodbye, someday
we would say hello again. I have learned to let them
go so they can lead their own lifes. Boy, has time
changed.
My friends in Orono saved me through many
down times, but I may have learned to let them go
too easily. Some I will never see again. Some I will
call once a year. But, I have doubts about letting
go and never turning back. I'm going to try and not
live in the past and still associate with the people
that I have crossed paths with through these years
at UMO. I think it can be a helpful experience for
us all.
Right now, however, I have this feeling that I have
been here too long. It seems so many of my original
friends at UMO have left or are leaving in Decembm.
They're leaving me so they can continue their
journey and let toe continue mine. But as the Clash
would say, "Should I stay or should I go" because
already I've met a handful of new people that given
a chance could become meaningful in my life. I
guess only time will answer that.
Whatever happens I hope someday we all can get
together under the same circumstances. Maybe our
paths will cross again. I hope that you will also have
the benefit of seeing a familiar face. If you do, do
not throw away the chance to reminisce; just do
not dwell on the past. We must learn to let go, but
we also must continue to love.
As someone once wrote "If you love something
set it free. If it comes back to you, it's yours. If it
doesn't, it was never meant to be.
Attack on
believers
To the editor:
I am writing in response to
Steve Macklin's editorial "There
Is No God" (9/12/84/).
Mr. Macklin began by telling
us that he was going to give us
the other side of the "issue"
whether or not God existed.
However, the rest of his column
seems to be devoted to telling
his readers how ridiculous those
who believe in God are. He
presents several examples of
similar "ignorance" in an at-
tempt to convince others thug he
is right.
Are those of us who believe
in God wrong (and out of touch
with reality), Mr. Macklin?
That obviously is your opinoin;
however, you present as being
fact. Instead of providing
"another side' you have
presented an attack on those
whom you do not agree with.
Terry Burns
206 Somerset
Freedom of
choice
To the editor:
Religion. It's sweeping the
country. Fritz, Gerry and Ron-
nie have spent the last couple of
weeks trying to convince every
good Christian voter that while
God may not be the copilot of
the U.S. government, he (or she)
is, at least, on board the
airplane.
Religion. It's sweeping the
campus.Linscott says no one
gives Cliff his due respect, a
good point Don. If you don't
want fo listen to what the guy
has to say let those who do hear
him in peace. The heckling is
really boring.
Macklin says there is no God.
Perhaps a valid point Steve, but,
oh what terrible reasoning!
Snow says Macklin's view of
reality emulates Zippy the
Pinhead. Come on Bill, he's en-
titled to his view, flawed reason-
ing and all.
LUX says that those who have
come to know God know that
he exists, and Steve's lack of ex-
periencing God doesn't support
the now famous nonexistence
theory. The best written letter
by far John.
Yet, you are all missing the
point. Some people have a need
for God in their lives and others
don't. What you all need to
work on is allowing the other
the right to his views without
you imposing yours upon him.
Freedom of Choice, it's not a
new concept. Try to respect it.
Andrew M. Burbank
UMO
e.
tot,
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Magazine
Guest column Being taken for a ride
Richard A. Viguerie
WASHINGTON, D.C.'We've been 'had!' That's
how Bill Brock, President Reagan's trade represen-
tative, described the gigantic bonuses paid to the top
management of the U.S. auto industry.
Brock was angry because, for nearly four years,
the U.S. government has kept the price of each
automobile at least SI,000 higher that it should he,
Instead of using the extra money to protect workers'
jobs, the auto companies decided to give their ex-
ecutives some of the highest bonuses in the history
of American business.
The chairman of General Motors took home a
bonus of $865,490 in cash and stock, in addition
to his $625,000 salary. The president of GM got a
$790,000 bonus added to his $550,011) salary. In all,
GM's top 5,800 executives received average bonuses
of $31,000 each.
Ford gave its executives bonuses totalling
million. Its chairman received $7.2 million in salary,"
bonus, and stock options. At Chrysler, the two
highest officials got a total of $1.7 million, and
Chrysler's proposed bonuses for 1,500 top officers
amount to $35,000 a piece.
Of course, compaines have the right to pay their
executives as much as they like. If Michael Jackson
can get $10 million to promote Pepsi, and if TV an-
chorpeople and football players can earn millions
of dollars, corporation executives have the same
right to charge as much as they can get for their -
SCRIM.
...provided, of course, that the corporations pay_.
• then with their own money. But that's not what GM.
Ford, and Chrysler did. They got the money by con-
vincing the government to limit imports, restrict
competition, and let them charge outrageous and
unjustified prices for their product. Just last year,
auto import quotas cost consumers some $5 billion.
Here's how it happened: The auto industry, reel-
ing under years of mismanagement and over-
regulation, asked for protection from Japanese com-
petition. The industry claimed that, if the govern-
ment would restrict imports for two years—three
years at the most—
U.S. companies could modernize and once again
compete openly with the makers of Toyotas and Dat-
suns. The U.S. government worked out a deal with
the Japanese, who agreed to "voluntarily" limit the
number of cars they sent over here.
With the quotas in effect, U.S. automakers were
able to charge a lot more for each unit. At the same
time, the Japanese had no reason to keep their prices
down. From 1980 to 1983, the price of the average
imported car went up more than 40 percent and the
price of the average domestic car went up nearly 30
percent.
At the same time, profits went through the roof.
Last year American auto companies had profits of
more than $6 billion, almost a billion dollars more
than in any previous year. This year they will make
about $10 billion.
The quotas did nothing to encourage moderniza-
tion of the U.S. industry. Without intense competi-
tion from abroad, U.S. companies had less incen-
tive to modernize. They are no more able to com-
pete now than they were four years ago when the
"two-or three-year" quota program began. And in-
stead of using extra revenues to protect jobs, the
automakers did just the opposite; they decided to
sell fewer cars at a higher profit on each car. That
means the number of jobs for auto, steel, and rub-
her workers will probably continue to decline.
Meanwhile, Walter Mondale has endorsed a
"domestic content" bill that would virtually ban
foreign cars by requiring that up to 90 percent of
each car be built in the U.S. Such a bill, if passed,
would mean the end of the U.S. auto industry as
we now know it. Already the average $10,500 price
for a new car is beyond the ability of many
Americans to pay, and new price hikes would mean
even fewer cars sold.
The United Auto Workers union—whose
members make an average of $23 an hour in wages
and benefits—supports the quotas, claiming that the
restrictions save 2f6,000 jobs. Even if that claim were
valid (and few outside the union think it is), the con-
sumer is being taxed at least $25,000 for each job
saved. There are a lot cheaper ways to put people
to work.
Instead of fighting for quotas to drive up the price
of cars, the UAW should work to bring prices down.
The U.S. auto industry became the greatest in the
world by following Henry Ford's strategy: sell many
cars at low prices, rather than a few cars at high
prices. By agreeing to wage concessions in return for
profit-sharing and by getting out of the way of plant
modernization, the UAW can bring prices down, en-
sure thelong-term health of the industry, and pro-
tect workers' jobs.
And they' can escape blame when the American
people rebel against government policies designed
to enrich a tiny minority at the expense of the
average citizen. Consumers are sick and tired of be-
ing taken for a ride.
For more features, more
fiction, more issues of
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3rd floor Memorial Union
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by Paine% J. Burbank
Staff Writer
The university writing lab, located in
room 402 Neville Hall, has become a big
success in the past years for students
who need assistance on improvement in
writing skills and abilities on papers,
essays, or any form of writing materials
that the student may have, said Assrriate
Professor of English Harvey kail.
Kail said the lab has various materials
such as grammar texts, tapes on punc-
tuation and two brand new computer .
terminals; all of which are used in help-
ing students improve on their writing
formalities.
Kail said one of the most important
aspects of the lab are the tutors. The
tutors are instructors of the English
department, undergraduate and
graduate students, with various majors,
are there to give the student the in-
dividual and personal help needed that
isn't offered in a large classroom
atmosphere.
Kail said this special kind of help is
advantageous to students in giving them
an opportunity to ask questions and
develop personal knowledge from the ex-
perience of others who have gone
through the same or similar experiences
of writing through out his or her
previous years of college.
E.J. Vongher, a senior journalism ma-
jor, saieWhen 1 was a freshman, 1
found the writing lab to be most helpful.
It's a great place to sharpen skills or just
get a second view on a piece you're not
sure or.'
Janice Jensen, a sophomore, said
"The writing lab is a big help in getting
me started with assignments for English.
I would recommend it to anyone who is
in need of help because the people are
so willing to help!"
Debbie Hoefler, a senior nutrition ma- .
jor, said, "As an R.A. it's nice to know
the writing lab is so easily accessible to
students who need help immediately!'
Janice C. Morin, a junior physical
fitness and nutrition major, said, "In my
freshman year, when I went to the
writing lab, I received help on a paper
I was having trouble on. The people
helped me to gain ideas which I have us-
ed in the past two years at UMO"
—
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Communique'
Friday, Sept 14
"Thank God It's Friday.' Tom
Hoffman, guitar. Bangor Lounge,
Union. Noon.
Cliffe Knechtle, evangilism
specialist. Bangor Lounges,
Union. 6:30 p.m.
fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7
p.m.
Chamber Music Series. Patricia
Baily, Allen Graffan and Don
Stratton. Lord recital Hall, 120
Lord Hall. 8 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 15
Penobscott Valley Skating Club
Garage Sale. Corner of Stillwater
Ave. and Bennoch Road. All Day.
Gulf Hagas day trip. For informa-
tion call 581-1793.
fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30
p.m.
Student Affairs MOVie. "Moscow
on the Hudson!' 6:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 16
Sign-up for recreational and in-
tramural sports. 140 Memorial
Gym. All Day.
Monday, Sept. 17
Aerobics, 5:30 p.m. Hatha Yoga,
6:30 p.m. Lengyl Gym. Register
with CID, 202 Chadbourne Hall,
Tuesday, Sept. 18
Plant Sale. Lobby, Memorial
Union. All Day.
Women in the Curriculum.
Christina Baker: "Moving
Feminist theory into the
classroom. Sutton Lounge, Union.
12:10 p.m.
Maine Peace Action Committee
Meeting. The Maples. 4 pm.
I, NIT E
any
CONVENIENCE STORES
PARK ST. ORONO
Open 6 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Nites Til 1 A.M.
Cor. College & Stillwater
OLD TOWN
Open 6 A.M. TO 1 A.M.
.Prite-s- good thru Sept 19, 1984
Welcome back
UMO Students
BEER • ALE • WINE
 1
BUSCH
BAR BOTTLES
24/12 OZ. BOTTLES
$899
CONTENTS
MILLER
BEER
6 PK./12 OZ. BOTTLES
$299
CONTENTS
, STUDENTS & FACULTY WELCOME
[ii.,,,,, ICE COLD
ir...,„...., PEPSI
irwri 32 OZ. SIZE50° IND DEPOSIT!NO RETURN)
NITE OWL COUPON • NITE OWL COUPON • NITE OVIA
FRESH DOUGH f,0. 0 PIZZA
! 50° OFF ANY KIND 0
OLD TOWN STORE ONLY 0
CALL AHEAD' 827-74W
NITE OWL COUPON • NITE OWL COUPON • NITE OWL d,
FRIENDLY, COURTEOUS SERVICE
Ni Resoons.we rot
UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE
ORONO
CAMPUS
NITEL
 OW College Ave.
Ban•ot
Sarrngs
Bank
0
Entrance
Rangeley Rd NITE
-!OWL
a.
River
Opening Weekend
Focus presents in the North and
South Lown Rooms, 7:30 p.m. to
midnight
Jill*: Pod Anima
Acoustic guitar and vocals.'
Former member of Jehovah'
-Favorite Choir.
tatarday: IN Wage=
Classic guitar. no
admission'
charge
4 Workstudy
Positions
Student typist/
Secretary
Graduate Student
Center
114 Estabrooke Hall
Apply 3-5 p.m.
Phone: 581-4549 
ALSO FEATURING
Gasoline
at low, low
EVERYDAY PRICES
••.•
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Sports
Winkin and Co. hope for World Series bid
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
It's fall once again and time for UMO
baseball.
Though the regular season is still more
than seven months away, it's time for
Coach John Winkin to test, challenge
and practice his squaa of BO players.
During the fall season the Black Bears
have the opportunity to play inter-squad
games during the week and weekend
games against area teams. This weekend
Maine plays two teams, the University
of Southern Maine and Husson College,
with each team playing two games on
Saturday and Sunday starting at 11:30
a.m. "The weather's been great and
we've gotten off to a good start:' Winkin
said. "The more we've been able to play,
the more the cream of the crop rises to
the top. So far it's been very encourag-
ing:'
While the majority of the infield posi-
tions are locked up by returning veterans
Billy Reynolds, who'll move from left
field to catcher, Rick Bernardo, first
base, Mike Bordick, shortstop, and Dan
'Cage, right field, a few key positions are
vacant and need to be filled. Winkin is
looking towards his large crop of
freshman and a couple of his upper-
classmen to fill the second base, third
base, and left field positions.
"The main thing is to resolve the se-
cond and third base positions:' Winkin
said. "Dave Gonyar (a junior who is
remembered for the homer which
defeated Harvard in last year's National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Regionals), Tom Purcell (All-Globe
In the battle for second base, Gary
Dube, an All-State player from Bid-
deford, Dan Etzweiler, sophomore, Scott
Seguin, a freshman from Lewiston and
Brian Gaw, a freshman from Gilford
lead the list. The third base position
finds Etzweiler and Gass in the running
Ex-UMO baseball players
now on university staff
For five of UMO's former baseball
standouts, an education is still the key
to a better future.
Billy Swift, Stu Lacognata, Rick
Lashua, Tim Layman and Ed Hackett
have all returned to either finish or ad-
vance their schooling.
Swift's summer was far from dull, as
he first was selected second in the Col-
lege Draft by the Minnesota Wins and
then pitched for the silver medal winn-
ing U,S. Olympic Baseball Team. Now
he's completing his physical education
degree and coaching the pitching staff
until ha must report to training camp in
February.
Hackett is using the opportunity to get
experience with coaching while being a
graduate assistant coach to the team.
"This is a great opportunity:' Hackett
said. "Not too many people get the
chance to start coaching at a Division
One School!'
Lashua on the other hand, while com-
pleting his course work will also work
on developing into an infielder. Pro
scouts feel Lashua would fare better in
the infield instead of his usual outfield
location.
Lacognata also will be aiding the pit-
ching staff while he to finishes up his
degree.
freshman from Wakefield, Mass.) and
Gary LaPierre (All-Maine freshman
from Portland) seem to be the leading
candidates for the left field position:'
SEA proudly presents in their only
Maine appearance
the FIXX
with special guest Andy Frasier
Friday, September 14, at 7:00PM
In the U11 0 FIELDHOUSE
One last chance.....$10 price effective until 2 p.m. today
TICKETS: eto  UMO Students
_ 
$11_ ..   General Public
$12  Day of show (everyone)
TICKET 
LOCATIONS:
_
UMO Box Offices
Memorial Union
Bangor Mall (Thur,Fri,Sat's)
Grasshopper Shops in
Bangor and Ellsworth
Record Connection in
Waterville
Everyday Music in
Farmington
Record Exchange in
Portland
Support SEA Concerts!
Buy your Fixx ticket today!
Don't miss the start of the Fix World TOW
again, though both are joined by Jim
Overstreet, an All-Globe freshman from
Stauton, Mass.
"Dube has looked good so far'
Maine Guides
OLD ORCHARD BEACH (API—Steve
Lyons came up with the only run the
Pawtucket Red Sox would need, as he
belted a solo homer over the left field
fence to key the Pawtucket Red Sox to
a 3-0 win over the Maine Guides in the
United Baptist Church
MUMS, Street
Old Iowa, Maisie
Sunday Schedule
8.00 a.m Worship Servs,
9,30 a.m. Sunday School
10145 a.m. Worship Service
6.30 p.m. Evening Service
Bus service available to UMO for
Sunday Scisool and 10,45 Service.
Call 827-2024 for stop locations.
0
0
0 Budweiser
Labatts .
0 Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew 2 oe,
Coke and Tab 2 liter glass
Winkin said. "He's quick. Joe King is
another freshman that's impressed me so
far!'
The Maine pitching staff will also add
a few new faces to its troupe of six
starters and five or six relievers.
The Bears are looking to bolster an
already solid staff of Scott Morse 110-1
last season with a 3.53 ERA), Steve
Loubier (I-1), and Mike Ballou 15-3 last
season with an important 5-3 victory
over Seton Hall in the final of the
NCAA Regionals).
Ed Hackett, who caught last season
for the Bears, is a graduate assistant
coach this season and likes what he's
seen from the pitching staff.
"1 think they are going to have a pret-
ty good pitching staff,' Hackett said.
."There are three or four freshman which
can start helping right away!'
Four freshman from Mass, have
shown tremendous promise in the early
going and figure to be vying for either
a starting or relieving spot. Kevin Walsh,
Lynnfield, heads the list with Jeff
Plympton, Plainville, Derek Aranburu,
Marlboro and Tim Cassidy, Squamsquat
close behind.
Mark Plummer, a red-shin freshman,
also seems to be in contention for a star-
ting slot while Marc Powers (who led the
team with four saves last season), Bill
McInnis, John Manning and Gary Davis
figure to fulfill the relieving duties.
lose, 3-0
final game of the International League
playoffs Thursday night.;
George Mecerod, who had control of
the game from the beginning, pitched
brilliantly through seven innings to shut
down the Guides in their battle for the
Governor's Cup. The Guides only
managed to get runners on base in the
second and the eighth. In every other in-
ning, they watched their championship
hopes go down the drain while they were
retired in order.
The PawSox had come from an 0-2
deficit to win three straight in clinching
the title.
Jerry Reed pitched well in the losing
effort, giving up just six hits in seven in-
nings. Reed walked three and struck out
five before being relieved by Rich Barnes
in the eighth.
Discount Beverages, Inc.
-0
Specials 0
• We carry over 100 different types and sizes
0 beer and over 300 types and sizes of wine!!
0 can match our selection or prices.
OA •Fast, friendly service
t • No long grocery lines to wait in
$ • Bottle returns accepted open to close
0, VCR rentals • $5.00 per night
; Sun. • Thurs.. Reg: $9.99.
0 Tape rentals - $2.50 first 24 hrs.
; and $1.00 each additional 24 hrs.
7 Oak Strait - Downtown Orono 13611-7711
$2.99ous as & aeonsu $
$3.69p,us tar & deposit
$1.19tatss tax & oenostf r
93colus as & taactesa $
of imported and domestic $
! No one else in the area A
o/
El!
4
Kegs and taps
available at
discount prices
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Football squad looking for win at Richmond
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The UMO football team will try to
win their first game of the season when
it plays the University of Richmond at
Richmond on Saturday night.
. The Black Bears lost to the Universi-
ty of Nev. Hampshire 21-13 in their first
game of the season.
Richmond is 1-1 on the year. The
Spiders beat James Madison University
43-12 and lost to Bowling Green State
University 55-28.
Richmond head coach Dal Shealy said
that he's been satisfied with the offense,
but the players must execute better.
"I guess overall we've done fair in that
we've been able to score some points (71
in two games):' Shealy said." We manag-
ed some big plays against James
Madison and some sustained drives
against Bowling Green, but we've had
five turnovers and we have to correct that
problem!'
Four of those turnovers came in the
game against Bowling Green last week.
Richmond runs an "I" formation of-
fense most of the time, but will use a pro
set offense. on passing downs. Quarter-
back Bob Bleier has completed 41 of 64
passes attempts for 534 yards and three
touchdowns. He has thrown three in-
terceptions, two in the Bowling Green
game, and both were tipped by his
receivers. Bleier will be throwing to an
outstanding group of receivers. At split
end is Leland Melvin, who has caught
19 passes for 305 yards and two
touchdowns.
Shealy said Melvin can.go deep or run
tight, controlled patterns.
"Against James Madison he caught
two long passes because of a mix-up in
their coverag' Shealy said. "I'd say one-
third of his catches have been long balls
and the rest short patterns:.
Tight end John Henry is an excellent
bloater and flanker Brian Shields has
taken advantage of the situation when
Melvin is double-teamed.
The backfield is strong with Dave
Bayer at fullback and Greg Grooms at
tailback. Bayer played tailback last
Field hockey team to
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
UMO field hockey coach Jeri
Waterhouse is strategically "rearrang-
ing" her offensive and defensive lineups
to ready the team for its first home game
Saturday against Boston College.
"I'm narrowing down the offensive at-
tack for more support:' she said. Some
fullbacks will be moved to halfbacks and
the center forward will drop back to help
the inners bring she ball down the field.
Waterhouse said the Black Bears have
been showing a lot of confidence ex-
ecuting a strong team attack in practice
An unyielding defense and a potent
offense are what the Bears will need to
stop a young, but accomplished Eagle
team.
The Eagles are under the direction of
first year Coach Charlene Morett, a
member of the 1984 U.S. Olympic Field
Hockey Team and a former assistant
coach of three-time national champion,
Old Dominion Ljniverskty.
The Eagles-ire 1-1 -thus far; after
beating the University of Virginia 2-1
and losing to last year's NCAA runner-
up, the University of Connecticut 2-3 in
double overtime.
BC didn't lose anyone to graduation
last year, and has one starting senior.
The leading scorer for BC is freshman
Shannon Murphy from Danvers, Mass,
with two goals. Maine sophomore goalie
Tina Ouellette might meet her match in
BC's sophomore goalie Kathy O'Brien.
As a freshman, O'Brien posted a school
record with the least number of goals
during a season with 17 and also record-
ed six shutouts. Currently, she is averag-
ing 1.1 goals per game while Ouellette is
averaging about 1.5 goals.
Sara Groden, of BC's Womens' Sports
Information Office, said," The first four
games on our schedule are the
toughest7These include: UVa, UConn,
UMO and the University of
Massachusetts!'The other 12 Division I
games on the schedule aren't usually as
tough:'she said.
Maine will be taking the field without
the authoritative stick work of freshman
Connie Dumais. Bone scan results show
she does not have stress fractures, but
Womer's Head Athletic Trainer Paula
Linder said, "she has a good case of shin
sp ints"
I 4.789 to choose Irony — 5894711.te,
Ruth $2 or the current 308-~ c•tr•
kit} Cannon, research II thirsts ass.
ten. anal avadatal•
eararelt 11322 Idaho Ave., • 206 !C.
Los ',p58e6 CA900251213)477 8228
STILLWATER RIVERPLEX
APARTMENTS
"A new concept in housing for
the Orono area"
• Geothermal Energy * Close to Campus
• Washer/Dryer • Inexpensive!
• All Apliances • Privacy
• Riverview • Parking
• Partially Furnished Quiet
Neighborhood
We still have a few openings for 1984-1985. Leasing to groups
or individuals. If you need a quality apartment for a reasonable
price, call John Dudley, General Manager at 945-5746 or
827-7511 An A/co Pro/ect
season and ran for 410 yards. Grooms
was a backup quarterback last year.
The offensive line is experienced, deep
and big. It should be another test for
Maine because it's almost as big as New
Hampshire's is and Maine had some pro-
blems with the Wildcat line in the second
half.
On defense only three starters return
from last year's team. The Spiders play
a 5-2 defense, but the two end linemen
play down, or up as linebackers, whether
the situation is a passing or throwing
one.
Shealy said he isn't worried that the
defense is young, but is worried because
they will have to adjust to a different of-
fense for the third week in a row.
"Most all of our players are young,
but they've been in games befor' Shealy
said. "We've had to adjust to three dif-
ferent defenses so far and it's the first
time we've ever faced the Wing-T.'
offense) in the first quarter. James
Madison, Richmond's first opponent,
ran the veer. He said there shouldn't be
any confusion like that Saturday. Maine
should start the same backfield as last
week. Rich Labonte will start at quarter-
back, Gary Hufnagle at fullback and
Lance Theobold and Paul Phelan at the
halfback positions.
Phelan is the only questionable starter
because of a knee injury. Mike Garcia
will start in his place if needed.
Offensive coordinator Steve Tosches
said he's worried about Richmond
because Maine doesn't know that much
about the Spiders.
"In terms of preparing for the game
there are a lot of questions as to what
they'll do:' Tosches said. Tosches said the
offense worked on its attack and execu-
tion this week.
"It's (the turnovers last week) disap-
pointing and it's a part of the game that
happens:' Tosches said. "I really feel it's
Shealy said one problem in the Bowl- .,kk mental thing. They just have to tighten
ing Green game was that Richmond was up on the ball when they feel the hit!'
defensing the veer (a am offense) instead Game time is 7:30 p.m. and it will be
of the pro-drop back offense (a passing broadcast over WAB1TV.
go against B.C.
Dumais had shin splints throughout
high school and has to take the time now
to have them settle down. "She may be
up and down all season, at least we're go-
ing the right direction with her now, hav-
ing her do a lot of swimming and icine
Linder said. Dumais is Maine's leading
scorer with four goals.
Maine has lost' the last two contests
with BC, but went down fighting in both
squeakers. Two years ago, BC tied the
score in the closing 30 seconds of the
game and Maine lost in double overtime
Last year, Maine kept up the momentum
throughout the game but lost on
Astroturf 3-2.
Itla Ciaptkfitst
is
Proud To Be A Part Of
The
7T" ANNUAL it
PARENTS AND FRIENDS'
PLANT SALE
SEPT. 18-22
• Hauck Auditorium Lobby and Patio
• BCC Student Union Thurs. & Fri. 10-6
• Saturday Sept. 22 on the Mall
Plants for '1.49 and up
• Cut Flowers Assorted Plant
Mugs Supplies
India Prints
*Don't forget to pick up a corsage on the
t Mall for Saturday's game!!TO BENEFITUMO STUDENT ACTIVITIES
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Men's first home -meet
Cross country teams face state comrietition
By Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The men's and women's cross coun-
try teams are headed in different direc-
tions this weekend when both squads
begin, their in-state competition.
The women travel to Brunswick Fri-
day to challenge Bowdoin College, Col-
by College and the University of
Southern Maine, The meet starts at 4
p.m.
The men, meanwhile, host the Bow-
doin College Polar Bears Saturday at
11:30 p.m. It is the team's first home
meet of the season.
Coach Jim Ballinger said both of his
Black Bear squads are favored in their .
respective meets. He said the other teams
do not have the depth his runners
possess.
Ballinger said that even with all the
other Maine competition in the meet, the
women's race will not be a preview of the
state championship meet to be held later
in the rear. The Black Bear women have
won the state title the last four years.
"It really is not a preview of the state
meet because Bates is the strongest
Maine team and they will not be there'
Ballinger said.
Ballinger said the women will be us-
ing the meet as a stepping stone for
the championship races later in the
season. He said it is an important meet
for the freshman runners, however.
"We're going to add some of the
freshmen to the roster!' he said. "We did
not take any freshmen (except for Leslie
Walls who tied for first with co-captain
'
Heidi Rewriting is one of the runners Coach Jim Ballinger will reis on
Fridio against Bowdoin. (Morris photo.
Park Street, Orono
Does Discount Really Mean Discounts?
We know it doesn't. We're cheaper.
Corn are these erices!
Not
24 HOUR
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"Cheq..
U
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Beer bcarasbeo tot if e$5.97
plus tax and dep
Schaefer
$3.97
plus tax and dep.
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Fri. & Sat. only. Limit one
nitintreOitirre whs. smoker
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Save 72. / and dep.
est
Frt. & Sat. only
Limit 2
BuSch
$19.97
plus tax and den
1/4 Barrels
Taps Available
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Ann England last week) to the first
meet" which the women won 18-40 over
the University of Connecticut.
Co-captain Tamara Perkins agreed
that Friday's meet is important for some
of the new runners and also some of the
top runners.
"Everyone is doing real well, as far as
practice goes, so he (Ballinger) wants to
see how everyone will do in a race,'
Perkins said.
"Tomorrow will also be a big factor
for the top severe,' she said. "Everyone
is pushing so hard to be in the top seven
and from these meets he (Ballinger) has
to pick the (traveling) team!'
The top seven runners on the team
comprise the varsity squad that will run
in the championship meets.
The men will only face the Polar Bears
from Bowdoin and Ballinger said the top
men will try to run together in a, pack.
He is hesitant, however, about taking the
meet lightly because he is not sure how
good the Bowdoin squad is.
"I'm not sure what they have' he said.
"We're kinda running them blind!'
Men's captain, Glendon Rand, said he
hopes the team will run together and
help each other during the race.
Rand may not start the race Saturday
because he has recently had the flu, but
he said the Black Bears will also be led
by Brian Warren, Steve Dunlap, Jon
Rummler, Dan Dearing and Ken
LeTourneau .
The women will be led by England,
Walls, Rose Prest, Diane Wood, Heidi
Irlewelling and Helen Dawe.
General Student Senate
Election September 27
Nomination sign-up begins:
Thurs., Sept. 13 at 8:00 a.m.
Nomination sign-up ends:
Wed., Sept. 19 at 4:00 p.m.
All senate seats open.
Off Campus, Dormatories,
Graduates, Fraternities,
BCC Off-Campus,
BCC On-Campus
Nomination papers can be picked up at
the Student Government Office, 3rd
floor, Memorial Union. For further infor-
mation , contact Student Government
Office at 581-1774.
Stu(
by Kerry Zab
Staff writer
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Student referendum carries little weight
by Kerry Zabicki
Staff writer
Last spring's student referendum voting down
plus/minus grading system had no effect on the
Council of College's decision to implement the pro-
gram, said the former COC chairperson.
"I don't think the student referendum had any in-
fluence on the COC's vote:' said Jerome J.
Nadelhaft, history professor and past chairperson
of the COC.
"If the students had made persuasive arguments,
it is possible that the COC would have taken their
stand into more'consideration:' he said.
As it was, said Nadelhaft, "The arguments against
plus/minus grading were extremely weak!'
Nadelhaft sfid students are usually against any
change in grading policy.
"The initial response is to oppose it. Soon they
get used to it anyway': he said.
Nadelhaft said he thinks the plus/minus grading
is "unquestionably more fair to the students.
"If I had gotten an 89 in a class, I would be very
angry that another person who had barely missed
a C got the same grade as I did:' he said.
Nadelhaft said that, as a faculty member, the new
system allows him to made accurate distinctions bet-
ween the high and low end of a grade and not
jeopardize the integrity of the grade.
"What is fair to the students is what is most ac-
curate:' he said. Nadelhaft said it is true that
students with a C- average will no longer have an
acceptable grade point average to graduate.
'Frankly, a C- means that a student is not doing
very good work:' he said.
However, he said, there is no reason why colleges
can't meet and change their respective graduation
requirements.
Nadelhaft said the people who are concerned with
the voluntary nature of the grading system may on-
ly be "playing with words!'
"If it had made it mandatory, it still really would
have been voluntary because professors could have
given straight A through E grades anyway"' he said.
"No one has ever issued a standard for any grad'
he said. A grade of 90 could always have been sub-
jectively transferred to letter grades and the
plus/minus won't change that, he said.
"I would recommend that all professors explain
their grading procedures at the beginning of classes: 
he said.
Professors are not required to inform students of
which grading procedure they will use, said Richard
C. Bowers, executive vice president and vice presi-
dent for academic affairs (Campus; 9/13/84).
Eugene Currier, a senior political science major,
said he liked the plus/minus grading. "It reflects a
more accurate representation of a grade:' he said.
Patrick Cunion, a senior history major, said, "I
think it wit give students more incentive than
straight A hrough E grading!'
Sheriff candidate hides from police
WATERVILLE (AP) — Authorities
said Sunday they had made no contact
with a candidate for Kennebec County
sheriff who is hiding from police and
refuses to surrender on an arrest warrant.
Thomas S. Dunn, 48, an independent
candidate for sheriff in the central Maine
county, lost a state supreme court appeal
of his drunken driving conviction.
He told authorities he will refuse to
turn himself in and that he is armed,
District Attorney David Crook said.
"It's incredible to me that someone
takes it on the lam over a two-day
sentence:' Crook said.
Dunn, a former Baltimore police
officer who now lives in Albion, also
pledged to resist arrest in a telephone in-
terview with a reporter, the Central
Maine Morning Sentinel reported
Saturday.
The newspaper quoted Dunn as
saying, "I've armed myself since that
warrant came out, and I intend to
prevent any attempts to put me in that
cellblock down there!'
The state court rejected Dunn's appeal
earlier this month, and an arrest warrant
was issued last week. Kennebec County
Sheriff Lao Bazinet said police have been
unable to locate Dunn, who was
sentenced to two days in jail and fined
5350, to serve the warrant.
On Sunday, a spokeswoman for the
sheriff s department said the warrant
was still in force, but officials had made
no contact with Dunn.
In a telephone interview from the
family's home, Dunn's wife said
Saturday she preferred not to comment
in detail on the case.
"It's really a matter of supreme indif-
ference to me when we get him, as long
as we get him safely: Crook said.
Miss
America is
role model
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.
(API—A weary but excited
Sharlene Wells, a Mormon Sun-
day school teacher, began her
reign as Miss America 1985 on
Sunday, speculating that judges
were-looking for someone like
me" after the most turbulent
year in the pageant's history.
"We now know and we've
always known what Miss
America is. She's always been a
role model:' said Wells, 20, of
(see PAGEANT page 2)
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Studies say
WASH INGTON(USPS)—
The nation is facing a teacher
shortage so severe that the least
academically qualified could
become —the tenured teaching
force for the next two genera-
tions of • American
school children" according to a
recent study by the Rand
Corporation.
"The nation's teaching force
is changing dramatically" the
study says, as the number of
well-educated, experienced
teachers diminishes rapidly.
Older teachers are retiring, and
younger teachers are leaving the
field for other occupations.
But, the Rand study and other
surveys suggest, neither the
quantity nor the quality of new
teachers is sufficient to replace
those who are leaving.
What the Rand survey calls a
"crisis in teaching" may be
brought on by changing
American demographics, the
failure of the education system
to attract and retain more
qualified teachers, and the
failure of American education
schools to maintain adequate
standards.
Demographic trends have
become a problem because after
future holds teacher shortage
more than a decade of declining
enrollments in elementary and
secondary schools, the children
of the post-World War ll "baby
boom" generation will cause a
surge in elementary school
enrollment beginning around
1985. At the same time,
however, the college-age
population from which most
potential teachers are drawn will
continue to decline throughout
the eighties and into the
nineties.
Teachers' salaries
have declined 15 per-
cent over the past
decade.
Furthermore, academically-
inclined women and minorities,
once restricted to teaching as a
professional option, are now
moving into fields which offer
better pay, better working con-
ditions and better chances for
advancement. Fewer and fewer
choose to take up teaching.
By 1988, Rand says, the
supply of new teachers "may
satisfy only 80 percent of the
demand!'
-
Incentives to join the
profession are drop-
ping even faster than the supply
of new teachers.
Teachers' salaries have
declined 15 percent over the
past decade. Salaries in general
have risen 15 percent.
More damaging, however, is
a trend toward rigid
bureaucracy in education which
cuts deeply into job satisfaction
add the non-monetary rewards
of teaching. And, according to
the Rand study, those teachers
most discouraged by rampant
bureaucratic interference, lack
of autonomy, and heavy paper-
work are the ones who are most
qualified and most extensively
prepared to teach.
One third to one half of the
nation's education schools are
nothing but diploma mills and
should be shut down, said Emi-
ly Feistritzer of the National
Center for Education
Information.
Small institutions that have
proliferated in the past ten years
tend to have low or nonexistent
standards for entering or
finishing teacher training pro-
grams, she said.
While the number of teacher
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education graduates has drop-
ped by more than half between
1973 and 1983, the number of
undergraduate teacher educa-
tion programs has increased by
115, Feistritzer said. She said
this is possibly because educa-
tion programs can bring a
school a considerable amount
of money with only a fraction
of the capital investment that
other programs such as
engineering require. To keep
going at a time when qualified
applicants are scarce, these
schools have had to keep stan-
dards low and output high.
Feistritzer's research shows
that more than 90 percent of all
education schools do not con-
sider high school grade point
averages as a criterion for ad-
mission. And 82 percent do not
set SAT cutoff scores as a
minimum requirement. .
Only 47 percent of the
schools require any test for the
completion of their programs,
and only five percent demand
that prospective teachers pass a
test on the subject they plan to
teach.
Feistritzer's previous work
has been published by the
Carnegie Endowment for the
Advancement of Teaching, and
a recent ABC News special
report echoes her findings.
ABC reports that in Califor-
nia, one third of all the
graduating teacher candidates
failed a test of basic skills in
reading, writing, and math
skills. In Houston, Texas, more
than 40 percent of new teachers
failed a basic skills test. And in
Montgomery. County,
Maryland, 45 percent of
English teacher applicants
failed an English test.
"Schools in education which
prepare teachers for our
classrooms are in danger of
becoming academic
wastelands:' said ABC's
Marshall Frady.
Over the past 18 months,
the Rand study asserts, there
have been major reports calling
for higher educational stan-
dards, increased course re-
quirements, and other major
reforms designed to increase the
quality of instruction.
"But" the study said, "the
crisis now emerging in the
teaching profession could
preclude the attainment of
the other reforms being
urged"
Council of Colleges
discusses university issues
by E.J. Vongher
Staff Writer
The UMO Council of Colleges' func-
tion 15 10 discuss and recommend policy
pertinent to the university's seven
colleges.
The council Polds regular monthly
meetings but can be called to special
meetings by President Johnson, the
council chair or the council secretary.
At these meetings, the council
discusses issues and decides *hat recom-
mendations it should make to the univer-
sity administration. These are merely
recommendations and are not binding,
although the council can appeal deci-
sions up to the Board of Trustees.
The Council of Colleges was created
in 1970. It evolved out of the Faculty
Council, which was created by UMO.
President Arthur Hauck in 1947.
Professor Ruth Nadelhaft is the chair-
person of the COC, the third woman to
hold that position.
Nadelhaft said each member of the
council is elected through his or her own
constituencies' methods. For instance,
the students who sit on the council are
elected by the General Student Senate.
• Pageant
Nadelhaft said the council members
have equal say and the student members'
opinions are listened to with respect.
"The stydents are listened to quite as
seriously as whenever any other member
of the council takes a position" she said.
The COC operates on a "highly
modest" annual budget of just under
$11,000. Nadelhaft said the only reason
the COC survives with this budget is
through the efforts of Helen Young, the
secretary to the council.
"Because of Helen, the COC is an in-
credibly inexpensive entity. She is a
scavenger who does everything possible
to save money" Nadelhaft said.
Young has been involved with the
_COC since 1970. She is the link of con-
tinuity which has connected a string of
15 COC memberships. -
"I've worked for 15 different
chairmen. When I first started, I was
paid two dollars an hour" Young said.
All students interested in a position on
the COC should contact the Student
Government Office.
Salt Lake City, the morning after she WaS
crowned.
Wells said she holds fast to her
Mormon beliefs, does not smoke, drink
or gamble, and would never engage in
sex outside of marriage. She also said she
opposes abortion and feels the Equal
Rights Amendment is unnecessary.
After the controversy surrounding the
resignation of former Miss America
Vanessa Williams, she said, the judges
likely wanted to choose a conservative
woman.
'continued from page II
Williams, 21, of Millwood, N.Y., the
first black Miss America in the pageant's
63-year history, stepped down in July
after Penthouse magazine published
nude photographs of her with another
woman.
Asked if she had any secrets that could
mar her her reign. Wells, a Sunday
school teacher in the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints, said she had
lived her life "above reproach:'
"I live my values seven days a week"
she said.
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England celebrates birth of prince
LONDON (AP) — Smiling to a cheer-
ing crowd, Princess Diana took home
from the hospital her one-day-old
second son, Henry Charles Albert
David.
The baby, third in line to the British
throne, will be known to his family
simply as Harry.
Diana, 23, wore a red coat and cradled
the infant swathed in a white shawl as
she left the hospital. 22 hours after a
routine birth. Her husband, Prince
Charles, 35, accompanied Diana and
their new son home to their London
residence, Kensington Palace.
The princess blushed as the crowd of
about 1,000 people, some of whom had
waited through the night outside
London's St. Mary's Hospital, waved
Union Jacks and called out, "Hurrah,
Harry!"
The royal couple's first child, two-
year-old Prince William, visited his
mother and baby brother for 15 minutes
earlier.
William, looking confused by the
phalanx of photographers, arrived with
Charles, but left holding the hand of his
nanny, Barbara Barnes. He gave three
small waves to a delighted crowd.
The baby, taken home in a three-car
motorcade at the start of a life of wealth,
privilege and constant publicity, bears
the name of England's famed Henry
VIII, who broke with Rome in 1534
because the Vatican would not give him
a divorce.
"They chose the name Henry simply
because they both like it and also
because there is no other member of the
royal family at present with that name,'
said a Buckingham Palace spokesman.
"The other names all have family con-
nections."
The new baby's second name, Charles,
is both the name of his father and of
Diana's only brother, Viscount Althorp,
21. Albert was the first name of the
baby's great-grandfather who reigned as
George VI and of Queen Victoria's
consort.
David, a palace announcement said,
was for Elizabeth the Queen Mother's
favorite brother, the late Sir David
Bowes-Lyons.
"The baby is fine! My wife is even
better!" Charles shouted to the crowd
Democrat accepts offer
outside the hospital after a three-hour
morning visit Saturday.
The speed of the announcement of the
names of the 6-pound, I4-ounce baby
arouses speculation the princess knew
from medical tests that it would be
another boy.
Mondale to meet with Soviet o
WASHINGTON (AP) — Walter F.
Mondale, announcing that he will meet
with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko one day before President
Reagan, said Sunday that the Soviets
have "nothing to gain" by delaying
negotiations past the November election
because "I'm tough and I know what
I'm doing!'
Vice President George Bush, mean-
while, defended the Reagan-Gromyko
meeting against charges of election-year
politics. saying, "It takes two to
meet. . let's just be glad they
meeting:'
The Democratic presidential nominee
said he will emphasize that the Soviets
shouldn't delay negotiations in the hop
of getting a better deal from him.
"The Soviets have nothing to gain
from delay!: Mondale said in his weekly
paid radio speech. "If I am elected presi-
dent, I will drive a tough bargain and I
• •
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will not sign any agreement that-fails to
protect American security!'
Mondale and Gromyko will meet in
New York on Sept. 27. The next day.
Gromyko will travel to Washington to
confer with Reagan.
Mondale has tried to make arms
control and foreign policy the center-
piece of his campaign to win the White
House, repeatedly criticizing the chill in
U.S.-Soviet relations since Reagan took
office in 1981.
Reagan sought to calm any fears in the
electorate with his announcement
Tuesday that he would meet with
Gromyko. Mondale's announcement
Sunday of his own meeting with
Gromyko guarantees him at least a share
of the spotlight when the Soviet official
visits the United States next week.
He made clear later that his session
with the Soviet official "will not be
negotiations. Only the president
Goldsmith's
Sporting Goods
Maine Square Mall
Hogan Road
Watch the Maine Campus
for our discounts for
LIMO students.
tcial
negotiates with foreign powers!'
David Aaron, Mondale's chief advisor
on national security, said Mondale was
approached "unofficially" by the Soviets
and informed that Gromyko was willing
to meet with the Democratic nominee
In his radio speech, Mondale said that
"other nations sometimes misread the
meaning of our boisterous campaigns.
Hearing the issues that still divide us in
an election season, they may wrongly
infer that we are divided on all things.
"We are not. We are united to our
commitment to strong defenses. We
agree on the urgency of avoiding war. We
refuse to make the possibility of peace
a casualty of this or any other cam-
paign!'
A new NBC News poll gives Reagan-
Bush a whopping 62 percent compared
to 32 percent for Mondale-Ferraro. The
poll of 1,496 voters was taken Sept. 9-11.
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University Park children
by Kerry Zabicki
Staff Writer
Many children and families of Univer-
sity Park spent the sunny Sunday after-
noon enjoying fire-engine rides, freefood and a parachutist in celebration ofSemester Fest at the residentialdevelopment.
The day had a serious side also, with
more than 50 children showing up tohave their fingerprints taken by the
UMO department of police and safety.
Thom Thibeault, University Park
coordinator, said the development has
sponsored the fingerprinting programfor three stars. University Park is aUMO residence for married students
and faculty located off of College
Avenue.
Sergeant Forrest Dunton of the
UMO police department said the finger-
printing of children is done for the per-
sonal identification files of the parent.
"We give the prints back to the parents
and keep no record of it ourselves:' he
said.
The police department was also mark-ing valuables for families and register-ing bicycles for those interested.
"We had very good attendance thisyear' said Thibeault. "There was a longline of bikes waiting to be registered!'
Dunton said the police departmentfingerprints children every summer atthe day care centers on campus.
Monica Fellows,. a parent who ha,
lived in University Park for two year.
said she brought her two children doss
because she thinks fingerprinting is a
valuable identification tool.
"I think it's a good idea, but some
parents would rather not have to iden-
tify their children by fingerprints. Some
would rather not know, (in the event of
a possible kidnapping I" she said.
Alexandra Fellows, 4 . did not Mind--having her prints taken because, she said,
said it did not hurt at all.
"This is a day for the kids',' said
Dunton. "It also gives the fire and policedepartments a chance for some goodpublic relations with the children'
The police department brought thepolice dog, Mosca, to show the children
as well as two cruisers and a motorcyclefor them to explore.
Christopher Nicolich, son of resident
Lynn Nicolich, said he liked the motor-
cycle, but his favorite part was "the hotdogs:'
The UMO fire department brought atruck for the children to ride on and theygave a hose demonstration at the picnicgrounds.
Lynn Nicolich said the UMO police
and fire departments had done a greatdeal for the children of University Park.A parachutist, Mark Ryan, impressedthe crowd with a jump into the middleof the festival area.
(Rood photos)
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
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Sports
Baseball team wins first two games of season
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The UMO baseball team took advan-
tage of the overpowering pitching per-
formances of six veteran players to open
its fall season with a pair of victories
over Husson College Sunday. - -7 -
The Bears took the first game 243 and
and then won the second game 8-0.
In a series which was held to two
games since Saturday's games were
cancelled because of rain, the Bears pit-
ching staff struck out 27 batters and gave
up only eight hits over the course of both
games.
Coach John Winkin was pleased with
the wins. "All four pitchers did well;'
Winkin said of game one hurlers John
Kawalski and Mike Ballou and game
two's Scott Morse and Steve Loubier,
who each threw four innings. "The best
thing all day was good defense and the
pitching. That's always encouraging'
In the first game, Kawalski struck out
eight while giving up three hits. Mean-
while, the Bears scored one run in the
first and another in the third to provide
the winning margin. In the fifth Ballou
came in relief to the tune of four
strikeouts and two hits. Marc Powers
came in fol Ballou in the ninth and
struck out two while retiring Husson in
order.
In the second game, the Bears' bats
came alive for the first time in the
seventh with five runs on five hits to put
the game far out of reach at 7-0. The
Bears pounded out 10 hits in the second
game after only having six in the opener.
bining for 13 strikeouts.
While the final outcome of the game
was encouraging for Winkin, the impor-
tance of these games can only be
Ex-Maine pitcher Billy Swift is seen tossing the ball on the sidelines last
week. (McMahon photo)
As in the first game, the pitchers, Morse,
Loubier and Rob Wilkins, held the
Husson batters to three hits while com-
Football team loses to
Richmond 31-13 Saturday
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
Two fourth quarter touchdowns
helped the Universtiy of Richmond beat
the UMO football team 31-13 Saturday
night in Richmond.
With the score 17-13 at the end of the
third quarter the Spiders scored with
7:39 left in the fourth quarter.
Quarterback Bob Bleier threw a
touchdown pass to tailback Greg
Grooms who was all alone on the left
side of the end zone to give Richmond
a 24-13 lead.
Maihe quarterback Rich Labonte
threw an interception to a Richmond
defensive back that was returned for a
touchdown on the next set of downs.
The interception made the score 31-13
and sealed up Richmond's second vic-
tory of the season.
Richmond is now 2-1, while Maine
drops to 0-2.
The Black Bears got on the board first
when captain Gary Hufnagk scored on
a run up the middle only 2:31 into the
game. It only took Maine two plays to
convert a Richmond turnover into a
score. Grooms had fumbled deep in
Richmond. territory to set up the
touchdown.
The Spiders tied the game at 7-7 when
David Bayer scored on a four- yard run
up the middle with 1:49 left in the
quarter. Bayer ran for 31 yards on the
--prrciotrs play to set up the touchdown.
Only a Jay Davenport tackle kept him
from scoring the first time.
Steve Costello took the kickoff at the
two- yard line and returned it to the 27. 
yardline, but the ball was brought back
to the eight because of a clipping penal-
ty. On second and one Todd McAniff
went around end for 47 yards and a first
down. The drive stalled though and
Maine had to settle for a 15-yard field
goal by Jack Leone which gave the Bears
a 10- 7 lead. It would be the last time
UMO would have the lead.
The Spiders came right back as Biter,
a sophomore from Rochester, NY, riddl-
ed the Black Bear secondary with his
passing.
With the ball on the 35-yard line and
the situation third and 23, Bleier threw
a screen pass to Grooms who ranior
yards. Richmond used this play selective-
ly all night long and gained 10 yards
every time it was run.
The Spiders' Brendan Tobin then
kicked a field goal to tie the score at
10-10 at halftime.
Richmond went ahead 17-10 in the
third quarter when Grooms scored the
first of his two touchdowns. The
sophomore from Richmond broke to the
outside and ran a-way from the Maine
defense to score. •
With 32 seconds left in the third
quarter Leone kicked his second field
goal of the game to make the score 17-13.
They were the last points the Black Bears
would score.
measured in how a few key players look-
ed in their bids for starting positions.
Winkin cited the performances of
freshmen Jim Overstreet at third base,
Gary Dube at second base and Gary
LaPierre in right field as being solid both
defensively and offensively.
LaPietre and Dube each had a pair of
hits over the course of both games. Dube
had his two hits in the first game while
LaPierre split up his hits with a double
in the first game and a single in the
second.
Two other players mentioned by
Winkin were Billy Reynolds and Mike
Verrill, the starting and backup catchers.
"I was really pleased with how
Reynolds handled the pitchers: Winkin
said. "Verrill also did a very good job!'
Co-captain and center fielder Bill
McInnis was also pleased by the days
events.
"Last year we were stacked,' McInnis
said of last year's team. "Though, I
think we lost a game to these guys 1,:st
year. "Playing today was kind of awkard.
Still, the young guys looked really good.
It takes a little time to get used to it':
McInnis said of playing with one
another for the first time.
"We're a fast moving team. We really
only have two power hitters in
Reynolds and Rick Bernardo. All the
other guys though can hit the ball. I real-
ly think this is going to be a strong year':
This weekend the team travels to
Portland to play the University of
Southern Maine on Friday and Saturday.
On Sunday the Bears will play at UMO
against Husson College.
Maine field hockey goalie Tina Ouellete watches as the ball goes bs her
for • score. Maine lost 2-1 when Boston College was awarded • penalty stroke
and converted on it. Ouellete made 14 saves in net for the Black Bear', on
the day.See story on page 6 (Fenzel photo)
IC.
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Field hockey team loses heartbreaker to BC
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
The UMO field hockey team lost aheartbreaker Saturday against BostonCollege on a penalty stroke in the secondhalf. The final score was 2-1.
Maine Coach Jeri Waterhouse said,
"We really surprised BC and the game
could have gone either way. I know theteam was very disappointed, they' justpoured they're hearts out, and I can ap-preciate that**
UMO took the field with enthusiasm
and pressured BC right from the start.But. BC began to pick up on some ofMaine's loose defensive passes and
scored seven minutes into the game.
Lynn Fraten scored the first Eagle goal
off the pads of Black Bear goalie TinaOuellette Fullback Terri Smith saved apotential second Eagle goal as she
swiped the ball off the goal line whilebacking up Ouellette.
Both teams battled back and forth,
and Maine's 'moment came with three
minutes left in the half. Left wing, Nan-
cy Nigro was in the right place at the
right time to slap in the Bears' only score
of the game . The goal came after BlackBear forward Laurie Carroll centered apass from the right side of the field tothe front of the goal where Nigro step-ped in with a sure stick.
With the score tied 1-1 at the half,Waterhouse told the Bears to keep their
sticks hot. In the first half, BC had 12
shots on goal compared to UMO's five,
and Ouellette had seven saves comparedto BC's Kathy O'Brien who had two. BChad twice as many penalty corners asUMO did. with eight.
Maine evened out the statistics in the
second half, keeping the ball in scoringposition most of the time. But BC only
Nan. Nigro is shown in action in Saturday's game Nigro scored Maine'sonly goal as the field hockey team lost to Boston College 2-1.
-
needed one chance to score the game
winner.
In the mass confusion of haying four
goal-hungry Eagle forwards at-
tacking and pressuring at the same time,
Maine goalie Ouellette lost her footing
and sat on the ball. BC was then award-
ed a penalty stroke.
BC's Linda Griffin scored the stroke
as she powered if into the upper left cor-
ner of the goal just nicking Ouellette'sglove. (A penalty stroke is a push or flick
of .the ball undefended about seven feet
away from the goal. It is awarded to the
offensive team when the goalie makes
the ball unplayable by sitting on it or by
committing other infractions).
Maine had many chances to score inthe second half, but just couldn't get thatfinal offensive shot during circle play.Maine out shot BC 11 10 four, but Onlyhad two penalty corners compared toBC's five.
BC Coach Charlene Morett was pleas- .ed. that her Eagle defense played welltogether in the second half. -The firsthalf took us a while to adjust to Maine
coming at us:' she said.
Morey was impressed with Maine's
sure sticks and said, "they really put thepresssure on with their speed and deter-mination when they got the balf'Waterhouse said Maine's intensity was100 percent the entire gamelt was nightand day between the University of NewHampshire game and her' she said.Maine lost to UNH last Thesday 4-0.
Both teams were even with 16 shots ongoal apiece. But the Bears were missingtheir main offensive threat and high
scorer Connie Dumais, due to injury.With an official record of 0-2, Maine
will face Northeastern Sunday at 2 p.m,
on Alumni Field.
Golf team finishes third in Bowdoin tournamentby Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
Sophomore Scott Storgaard's scoresof 76-81 led the University of Maine golfteam to a third place finish in the 11team Bowdoin Invitational played Friday
and Saturday at the par-72 BrunswickGolf Club in Brunswick.
St Ansetm College won the tourna-
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ment for the second consecutive year
with a 634 score, followed by the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire at 642 and Maine
at 643.
Individual co-medalists were JimSolaitis of St. Anselm and Joe King ofColby College at 9-over-par 153. Solaitis
shot 80-73 and King 77-76.
Storgaard, a steady player whotransfered to UMO from the Univsisily
of Washington last year, was the low
man for the Black Bears, whose overall,
record is now 9-2. His first day 76 includ--,
,ed 14 pars and four bogeys. His secondday 81 was shot in a cold, driving rain.Maine's number one player, Keith Pat-terson, added scores of 78-83 while
sophomore newcomer Eric Sandman
shot 81-80. Curt Anderson, Maine's on-ly other returning starter, shot 84-81
while Coast Guard transfer Chip Rancoshot 81-85.
"1 think we could have done better,but that's been the case with us atBrunswick the last couple of vears:'assistant coach Art Guesman said.Maine finished second two years agoafter blowing a 9-shot first day lead, andthird last year.
'Outsmart wouldn't go so far as to callthis a rebuilding year, despite the loss offour starters off last year's team, but hedoes think the future looks bright.
"I think we can have a good team thisyear': Guesman said. "But we have threesophomores and a freshman among ourtop seven to eight golfers, so our futurelooks good. I'm very impressed withStorgaard, who's a steady player. andSandman, who doesn't give up on the
Sign up for
Senior Council Elections
September 13-19
at the Student Government Office3rd floor Memorial Union
,I1
course!'
Banco is also a sophomore while theBlack Bears also have freshman RogerAdams, who captained Mount Blue tothe Maine State High School Champion-ship. Other UMO golfers include formerhockey player Jim Bolger, senior GuyGagnon and Hampden Academygraduate John Hickson*. -
- Tuesday the Black Bears will play inthe Rhode Island Invitational at PointJudith, R.I. Maine has taken second inthat tournament for two straight years.However, Scott Mangiafico, who wonthe individual title at Rhode Island lastyear with a 2-over
-par 74, is one of thefour players Maine lost to graduation
There will be a
Maine Campus
sports staff meeting
at 2:00 today in the
basement of Lord
Hall. Everyone
should attend if
possible.
UMO
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
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ITMO golfer. •considered one of best in state
by Steve Bullard
Staff Writer
There is a saying that 90 percent of the
game of golf is played "between the
ears:'
As a freshman, University of Maine
at Orono golfer Keith Patterson was
walking down the fairway of the 17th
hole at Cape Arundel Golf Course dur-
ing the Maine State Intercollegiate Golf
Championship. He was playing very
well, and had just hit a booming drive.
Just then, • an already finished team-
mate came up to him and told him two
pars, which would give him a 75, would
most likely give him the individual title.
Armed with that information, the jum-
py freshman promptly finished double
bogey-bogey for a 78, losing the title.
Patterson is now a senior, and-last year
he took his revenge by shooting that 75
and winning the individual state title as
the Black Bears won the team champion-
ship for the second straight year. A few
more years of competition and maturi-
ty have made the I-handicapper a much
tougher competitor.
"Now I want to know where I stand:*
Patterson said. "Back then, if I hit a bad
,hot, I'd blow up. I still get angry now,
but it doesn't bother me. I use it to pick
me up. Now when I make a mistake,
usually come back and birdie the next
hole
The record shows that the long hitting,
6-2, 175 pound 2I-year-old has become
a leading contender in Maine golf and
a solid competitor on the collegiate level.
Patterson has played number one or
two man for UMO the past three years,
and last year was the low Maine player
(75) as the Black Bears won the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC)
Northern Championship at York Golf
and Country Club.
In addition to his tournament victory
at the Maine Intercollegiate last May,
Patterson has five other titles to his
credit. As a tumor, he won the Milk
Train Open. In the past two years, he has
won the two-man Pleasant Hill Dairy
Classic at Hermon Meadow Golf Course
(with his uncle, Bob Girvan), the Kebo
Memorial Holiday Tournament at Kebo
Valley Golf Course in Bar Harbor, the
Boy Scouts of Katandin Open at Her-
mon in an 8-man playoff, and the
prestigious Potato Blossom Amatuer at
Caribou's Aroostook Valley Country'
Club. - --
Patterson and Girvan fired a course
and tournament record 10-under-par 62
at Hermon in the PHD last August. On
their own ball, Girvan shot a 6-under 66
and Patterson a 3-under 69.
Patterson shot a 2-under 70 at Her-
m„n in the Katandin tournament, tying
with seven other players. After a 9-hole
playoff, only Patterson and Bucksport's
Wayne Hand, both with I-under 35, re-
mained, and Patterson won after three
holes of sudden death with a par to
Hand's bogey.
The sweetest win of all came in the
Potato Blossom this July. After the first
round, Patterson (who shot a 10over-par
82) trailed former Old Dominion
University golfer Jamie Place by II
shots. The next day, Patterson fired a
3
-under-par 69, birdieing the 15th, 17th
and 18th holes to gain a playoff with the
fading Place and Girsan. Patterson then
paired the first three holes of sudden
death to win the title.
Patterson claims there is no rivalry
with his uncle, who is one of Maine's top
amatuer players, but the win was still
sweet.
"Being able to come from that far
behind and beating my uncle in a playoff
is an opportunity I've always wanted:*
Patterson said. "He was kind of my idol,
until a few years ago. I've always wanted
to be as good as he is. I'm not there yet,
but I'm getting there:'
"I knew it was g8ing to happen
sometime:' Girvan said. "I was more ner-
Vous for Keith than I was for myself in
that playoff!'
Girvan played on UMO's strong golf
teams of 1973-74 (along with former
PGA touring professional Mark Plum-
mer, now the superstar of Maine
amatuer golf) and has won many area
tournaments, including the 454-man
field Paul Bunyan Amatuer. He has also
twice qualified for the United States
Golf Association National Public Links
Championship. Patterson has been tag-
ging along with him "as long as I can
remember,' Girvan said.
Both players learned the game at the
Kenduskeag Golf Course, which Patter-
son's grandfather owned. "When I was
wasn't working on the course. I was tag-
ging along with my grandfather or play-
ing golf' Patterson said.
"I started playing in corripetition when
I was 15 (for Central High School in East
Corinth), and Bob took over for my
grandfather. He just rubbed off on me.
We're close to the same age (nine years
difference), get along very well together
and play in every tournament together.
I've learned from watching him.
Whenever I have problems. he's the one
I go to:'
Nicknames can often be deceiving,
and Patterson. who is often called
"Brick" by friends, has a superb putting
touch. He's noted for his long tee shots,
but everyone agrees it's his putter that
makes him a good player.
"One day while we were putting on the
practice green at Penoby, Keith kept
knocking his putts 12-15 feet by the hole,
so we started calling him "Brick:* said
Dave Brown, assistant pro at Penobscot
Valley Country Club.
"The truth is, when he's putting in
competition he's deadly. He's got a good
attitude on the course. He's not real hard.
on himself, so he can come back from
bad holes. He grinds hard out there,
there's no question about that!'
Girean puts it more bluntly, noting the
five 20-footers Patterson knocked in dur-
ing the final round of the Potato
Blossom.
"That kid can make anything, and he
UMO golfer Keith Patterson
usually does:' Girvan said.
Art Guesman, assistant golf coach at
UMO, says Patterson is the kind of
player "that other players like to have on
the team.
"They feel he's dependable and good,
plus he's a nice young man and a
pleasure to travel with. He certainly has
the potential of being a top player in
New. England. I'm hoping that this is the
year,' Guesman said.
Patterson has not thought much
about setting long range goals in golf.
"If I get better I might turn pro, but
it doesn't look that way',' Patterson said.
"Most pros are really good by the time
they're 21, but I'm a couple of shots
behind that. Right now I'm just concern-
ed with qualifying for the ECAC Chum-
Guest Lecture Series
GLS will be meeting Monday night at 6:00
in the N. Lown Room of the Union. Anyone
interested in seeing what the guest lecture
series is all about is encouraged to attend.
If there is anyone you would like to see speak at UMO
this year. don't hesitate to drop by and let us know.
pionship again!'
Patterson has enjoyed his past three
years on the Maine golf team, which has
been near the top in New England col-
lege golf.
"We've had pretty good depth:' he
said. "Knowing that there are four other
guys out there who can shoot a good
score, you're not . under as much
pressure:*
Patterson said "confidence" is the key
to a successful golf game. "You have to
want to be good to be able to play well:*
he said. "You can only play as good as
you think you can play:.
Brown feels that Patterson can have a
bright future in golf, provided he gets
enough free time to devote himself to the
game.
"Because of his work (with United
Parcel Service and a lawn care company)
he's been Limited so much on the time
he can play the gam' Brown said. "If
only he could practice more. Even
without it he's a top competitor in the
college ranks.
"He could pretty much go as far as he
wants to.; Brown said.
JOURNEYS AND STORIES
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Women's cross country team
runs past three schools
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
Led by co-captain Ann England and
Leslie Walls first place tie for the second
meet in a row, the women's cross coun-
try team increased its record to 4-0 with
the defeat of three teams Friday in
Brunswick.
The women harriers defeated Bow-
doin College (47 points), Colby College
(69) and the University of Southern
Maine (no score) with their score of 15.
In cross country the team with the
lowest score wins.
England and Walls covered the three
mile course in 17:56 and Rose Prest
followed closely in 18.08 for third.
Coach Jim Ballinger said those three
"pushed the pace" throughout the race.
He added, however, that the entire
team ran well and not just his top
runners.
"I thought everybody ran well, but it's
hard to say with our team because we
have so much depth!' Ballinger said. "If
someone has an off day someone else
can fill in for them"
Helen Dawe was the runner who fill-
ed in for someone Friday. When Heidi
Flewelling, the Bears number five run-
ner in the first meet at the University of
-Connecticut, caught a case of the flu,
heat exhaustion or dehydration during
the race. Ballinger could not diagnose
Flewelling's illness. Dawe moved up in-
to the fifth spot with her 18:44 time.
With Diane Wood (1816) pacing Dawe
to the finish the Black Bears swept the
first five places.
Flewelling collapsed near the finish
line and she needed assistance after the
race. "At the two-mile mark I seas cold
(it was hot and very humid in Brunswick
-Friday co-captain Tamara Perkins said) 
and light-headed' Flewelling said. "I
had goose bumps on my arms and then
at the end I tried to put on that little -
tra spurt, but my knees just buckled and
I went down!'
Kelly Bennett of USM broke the Black
Bear string of finishers with her sixth -
place time of 18:51. Colby's Jeanne •
Guild was right on Bennett's heals in
18:52. Beth Heslam finished eighth in
19:06, Bowdoin's Sarah Gass was
another five seconds back and Theresa
Lewis' 19:15 clocking rounded out the
top ten.
England was very pleased with the
team's performance. She said it was
satisfying to see a pack of Black Bears
take control of the race from the
beginning.
"The first mile there were five of six
of us together. It felt good to run in a
pack and be in control!' England said.
England noted Dawe's effort and she
said about her teammate, "She (Dawe)
is working real hard. You could see the
fire in her eyes. She worked for it and
she deserves to be where she is!'
The rest of the UMO pack that cross-
ed the finish line after Lewis' tenth place
were Brenda Mahnken (11th), Kathy
Tracy (12th), Kern Darcey (13th), Grace
Smith (14th), Mary Meehan (18th), Jean-
nine Forest (19th), Flewelling (21st),
Perkins (25th) and Jenny Naylon (29th).
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Men's cross country team
beats Bowdoin College
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The UMO men's cross coun-
try team beat Bowdoin College
16-47 Saturday in a race run on
campus Saturday morning.
BMaine is now 2-1 on the
year.
In cross country the team
with the low score wins The
Black Bears were only one run-
ner away from sweeping the top
five positions and recording a
perfect score of 15 for the meet.
UMO's Chuck Morris won
the race by covering the 5.6 mile
course in 29:12. The senior from
Danbury, Conn. had won this
race two years ago.
Morris said he wanted to
finish in a tie with teammate
Brian Warren. but Warren said
they should both "go for it!'
"I caught Brian with a mile
to go and asked him if he
wanted to tie, but he said no:'
Morris said. "With a half mile
to go I turned around and saw
Dan Dearing was there. I yelled
to him to catch up because I
figured we could all tie. Then
with 200 yards to go a spectator
yelled to Dan saying he could
catch us and get his first win, so
I took off!'
Maine had little to worry
about after that incident as the
Black Bears swept the first four
positions and 10 of the first II.
Dearing finished second with
a time of 29:18 and Warren end-
ed up in third with a time of
29:18. Ken LeTourneau was
fourth in 29:32.
Only I3owdoin sophomore
Chip Brandish could break in-
to the top ten. He finished fifth
with a time of 29:35.
Morris said the times were
good for this point in the
season.
"It (the weather) MO chilly
and muddy and the course was
wet and slippery,' Morris said.
"My time was 42 seconds off
my best, but like Jim (Ballinger.
Maine's head coach) said we
didn't take it out because we
didn't have too,"
Ballinger said the top group
ran well and he was pleased
with the team's effort. "I
thought the race went out fair-
ly easy and then it (the pace)
picked up with about two miles
to go: Ballinger said.
Other finishers for Maine
were Gary Dawson (sixth), Jon
Rummler (seventh), Steve
Dunlap (eighth), Rich
Goodenough (ninth) and Mike
Leighton and Dana Maxim (tie
for 101h).
Glendon Rand, the Black
Bears' top runner, didn't race
because of bronchitis. He didn't
run all weekend, but expects to
start running today or
tomorrow.
Maine's next meet is Saturday
against the University of New
Brunswick at UMO.
Soccer team loses
to Rhode Island 3-1
by Rod Eves
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team lost to the
University of Rhode Island 3-1 Saturday
in what the team's head coach called "a
very disappointing defeat!' Maine led 1-
0 with only five minutes left to play in
the rain
-soaked game when Rhode
Island scored all three of its goals.
"We played very well agdftist a very
good team, but they' just kept coming at
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us:' said Jim Dyer. "It sure made Tor a
long ride home!'
Rhode Island was the second ranked
team in New- England last year, he said.
UNIO opened the scoring at the 36:24
mark of the first half when junior mid-
fielder Peter Bouchard scored on a direct
kick. It was Bouchard's first goal of the
season.
Then, with just Five minutes left in the
second half, RI's Steve Paladin° scored
the first of his team's three goals,
heading a corner kick past UMO
goalkeeper Jeff Spring. Two minutes
later, Rhode Island took the lead for the
first time, Rich Fischer scoring the goal
and Paladino getting the assist.
Finally, at the 44 minute mark, Rhode
Island's Tony Fontes scqred what Dyer
called a "meaningless" goal to close out
the scoring.
Rhode Island had 12 shots on goal to
Maine's six.
UMO team captain Ron Robillard
said, "The way we lost was real disap
pointing, but they're a very good team
At least we played with them this year!'
Both Dyer and Robillard said they ex-
pect the team to do better in the team's
next game at the University of Southern
Maine Tuesday.
"We'll go back to the practice field and
I'm sure we will be very competitive on
Tuesday!' Dyer said.
Robillard said he thinks Southern
Maine should be very good, but "I think
we're a stronger team. I definitely expect
to win7
UMO's overall record is now 1-2.
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